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Executive summary: Overview, achievements and the way forward

Seismology research is data-driven and addresses fundamental problems in understanding the Earth’s
seismic sources and structures, together with societal applications, e.g. seismic hazards and risk mitiga-
tion, discovery and exploitation of new energy resources, and contributions to civil engineering. Seismic
data are collected by observation and monitoring systems at regional and global scales. For more than
fifty years, the community has put a great premium on open-access data resources integrated and oper-
ated globally, with internationally standardised interchange mechanisms, under the aegis of the global
Federation of Digital Seismic Networks (FDSN)2.

Seismological research is currently going through a change of paradigm. The number of observations is
exploding and experiments with thousands of seismometers are already happening in the USA and Japan.
The ability of the community to acquire data outpaces its ability to analyse and model them. The data-
intensive nature of the seismology research is becoming increasingly important. A new holistic approach
is required to handle the increasing number and size of these data sets. This data deluge is not simply
a computational challenge, but rather requires a new and holistic approach that balances flexibility with
performance. New discoveries will emerge as a result of combining scalable high-performance wave
simulation codes and statistical data analysis methods in an e-science environment that enables a broader
base of seismology researchers to easily and effectively use cutting edge data-intensive technology to
exploit this wealth of data in their research practice.

VERCE, “Virtual Earthquake and seismology Research Community e-science environment in Europe”,
pioneers a comprehensive, integrated and operational virtual research environment (VRE) and E-Infras-
tructure, devoted to the full path of data use and delivering to a broad base of seismology researchers
in Europe easy to use high-performance full waveform simulations and misfit calculations, together
with a data-intensive framework for the collaborative development of innovative statistical data analysis
methods, all of which were previously only accessible to a small number of well-resourced groups. It
balances flexibility with new integrated capabilities to provide a fluent path from research innovation to
production. This was driven by selected cutting-edge numerical modelling and data-intensive analysis
applications of the community. It created for the first time, an easy to use federation of autonomous
organisations and their resources. This was necessary as data can be obtained from live feeds, estab-
lished archives or a researcher’s own deployments, and the simulations and analyses are best suited to
significantly different computational platforms distributed across Europe. By delivering this cutting edge
technology to a broader seismological base, VERCE improves research productivity of the European
seismological community. This improved research productivity is a world-leading advance, and provides
a leading edge relative to many of the research competitors world wide.

As such, VERCE is a major contribution to the “European Plate Observatory System” (EPOS), the ES-
FRI initiative of the solid-Earth community that recently entered its implementation phase3. While the
arguments for generating and collecting data are well rehearsed in EPOS-IP, as are those for archiving,
curating, distributing and preserving data, EPOS-IP will build on the VERCE VRE and E-Infrastructure
to steer solid-Earth research practice towards practical and usable data-intensive methods accommodat-
ing the encountered scales and complexity of data and the diverse forms of analysis and modelling. It will
develop a balance between rates and flexibility at which information is gleaned from data and address
the scalability and sustainability of supporting that full data lifecycle from capture through to delivery of
information that impacts research and decisions.

Simply integrating, presenting and tailoring technologies does not complete the VERCE VRE. A cru-
cial innovation is the agile strategy that VERCE introduced, intimately coupling research thinking with
technical innovation. This strategy is imported from modern commercial software engineering practice,
but here it is deployed in a multi-organisational context. Its purpose is to discover solutions and ways

2www.fdsn.org
3www.epos-eu.org
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forward that closely match seismology researchers’ requirements, which evolve rapidly as the potential
of new capabilities and data are appreciated. VERCE set up short-lived task forces, each with a goal that
is a seismology priority. The task forces included representative seismologists, developers, data scien-
tists, ICT researchers, computational and data resource owners, and system administrators. They work
intensively to co-develop an integrated view and to tease out a path to a solution that will be used. They
cross barriers which would prove insuperable without this intense co-operation. As well as delivering a
prototype and demonstration to the productisation team, they also develop a very effective communica-
tion network—a common language and a commitment to respond positively to each others needs. This
mutual understanding and active networking is an invaluable asset for the future of the larger community.

The resulting VRE meets a range of seismic research needs by eliminating chores and technical difficul-
ties to allow users to focus on their research questions.

It empowers the next generation of researchers to harvest the new opportunities provided by well-
established and mature high-performance wave simulation codes of the community, such as SPECFEM3D4

[1,2], inducing new research practices in earthquake and tsunami hazard assessment and risk mitigation.
Previously, they could only achieve this if their institution was well-enough endowed to support them
setting up the code, finding computational resources and managing their own data. The VRE provides
this power to seismologists through the science gateway with all of those chores automated, so they sup-
ply inputs, from VERCE’s integrated view of seismic data, Earth models and meshes, set parameters and
submit their job using codes already tuned at each of the provided distributed computing resources. The
VERCE platform looks after all this full waveform simulation (FWS) stages, but supplies seismologists
with ways of reviewing progress and collecting and handling their results. The provenance system helps
them manage a large series of runs as well as helping them investigate data relationships. It allows them
to collect and visualise bundles of data, or to send collections to the next stage. The VERCE VRE en-
ables seismologists from anywhere in Europe, whether or not they have local support, to set up and run
such simulation studies, and to analyse and share compelling results. The VRE FWS tooling improves
these methods in quality, reliability, speed and scale. It enables seismologists to focus on their science
and to improve their productivity by one or two orders of magnitude. By providing these capabilities, the
VRE becomes a focal point at all education levels and stimulates FWS computational thinking in other
communities, such as seismic engineering and hazard mitigation. This raises European computational
seismology research to compete globally.

The VRE flexibly also addresses the wealth of data challenges, in earthquake seismology and seismic
imaging, to enable active researchers to invent and refine scalable methods for innovative statistical anal-
ysis of seismic waveforms in a wide range of application contexts, e.g. detection and restoration of a
variety of seismic sources, time dependent imaging of the Earth’s interior properties. The VERCE VRE
supports the development and deployment of this diversity of methods and implementations, providing
the dispel4py data-intensive framework integrated with its platform and data-handling services. This
enables seismologists to identify new targets and to develop new methods to achieve them, remaining
in full control and using their familiar Python tools, e.g. the open-source community toolbox ObsPy5,
in their usual working and visualisation environment, e.g. their laptop. It is easily installed as a Python
library in any context, but once seismologists have refined their methods, they can exploit dispel4py
to encode them as abstract streaming data workflows, that can be automatically mapped onto HPC or
data-intensive clusters or Clouds, to maximise reliability and scalability. The dispel4py framework
supports fine-grained, user-controlled provenance tracking to help seismologists analyse, understand,
improve and steer their data-intensive work, based on the same standards, tools and interaction mecha-
nisms used for FWS, so that they fit well together. The VERCE VRE allows seismologists to focus on
their scientific goals, though here with the added flexibility needed for such diverse and evolving targets.
It empowers active researchers with capabilities to explore options and to make rapid innovations, en-
genders collaborative development of these new methods, smoothing the path from theoretical research

4geodynamics.org/cig/software/specfem3d
5github.com/obspy/obspy/wiki
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through proof of concept to sustained use.

These new capabilities lead to a continuum of applications, well exemplified by misfit analysis. Seis-
mology is data driven and the inference of possible physical models relies upon the evaluation of global
criteria related to observed data, i.e. the misfit between observations and the model predictions, together
with a-priori knowledge and uncertainties. Iterative minimisation of such global criterion paves the way
to seismic waveform inversion methods. The VRE automates misfit analysis and presents it as a flexible
operation extending the FWS workflow with new data-analysis capabilities for simulated and observed
waveforms at selected stations and for selected earthquakes. The VERCE science gateway interactively
presents these new components, i.e. event characteristics, recorded waveform collection from multiple
FDSN sources, and the waveform preparation and windows selection for misfit correlation analyses. The
misfit application makes use of the dispel4py framework and extended provenance functionalities,
e.g. lineage and metadata functionalities, to select observed waveforms according to the simulation pa-
rameters, to merge and match information about simulation results and downloaded observations, and
to trigger data movement across federated DCIs’ resources, handling security and access protocols. It
uses the VERCE platform to map data analyses to different computational systems including Cloud.
The VERCE science gateway enables seismologists to specify and steer their misfit analyses, selecting
event waveforms and comparison methods, e.g. composing processing and analysis pipelines of data-
transformation elements. It holds data in three interacting work spaces, tailored by research practice,
to allow seismologists to work independently on each phase. They can, therefore, focus on the most
critical step of the iterative waveform inversion process—the misfit analysis—yielding a better interpre-
tation of observations. Previously researchers needed considerable skills and engineering to orchestrate
these computing and processing stages, arrange the complex data shipments and storage management,
and negotiate the different usage and access policies found within the E-Infrastructure. Previously this
was only achievable by a few selected groups internationally. The VERCE VRE paves the way towards a
flexible and scalable shared framework for seismic waveform inversion, lowering the barriers to uptake
for the next generation of researchers, and improving dramatically their research productivity to compete
worldwide.

The induction of new seismology researchers, the extension to other solid-Earth sciences, and the en-
gagement of committed resource providers and computing experts, is crucial for a return on investment
and a sustained future. The design of the science gateway and VERCE platform incorporates a number
of “intellectual ramps”, that ensure novices encounter minimum hurdles at the start, and can progress to
sophisticated use of the full facilities without encountering steep learning curves. These complement the
extensive set of training sessions, best-practice guides and exemplars, such as reference workflows and
processing pipelines. They include a pervasive provenance provision with intuitive visualisations. The
combination delivers a safe and supported environment for a growing base of seismology researchers
from many different institutions in Europe, with different levels of expertise, as they engage incremen-
tally with the VERCE e-science environment, the methods and the tools of data-intensive research. Facil-
itating data-driven seismology is a key long-term goal. EPOS will build on VERCE’s successful platform
and sustained it to train a cohort of new users during its implementation phase.

VERCE with such a wide expertise, i.e. seismologists, software developers, data scientists, ICT re-
searchers, performance engineers and multiple data and computational resource providers, working ef-
fectively together, offers exceptional opportunities for students and researchers to get involved, and to
develop the data analysis skills and computational thinking necessary to compete globally and tackle new
challenges in solid-Earth sciences. VERCE has already successfully built a nucleus of highly talented
and strongly motivated early career researchers in numerous geophysical research groups in Europe who
will now play a central role in delivering the goals of EPOS-IP and make it a success. EPOS-IP is ideally
placed to foster the resulting shoots and to support and develop a vibrant and ambitious data-intensive
research community in Europe6.

6www.epos-eu.org/preparatory-phase/epos-ip-project/#.VkRdo8rLGfo
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VERCE has pioneered cross-border procurement of computational and data services and infrastructures,
and fosters collaborations with other European initiatives, such as the EGI Fed Cloud, identifying best
practices that could enable the EPOS RI to acquire services to support its research agenda.

The VRE integrates domain-specific services, i.e. seismology, geoscience and geographic services, with
generic services. This achieves a balance between making it easy for seismologists to use their particular
sources of data and facilitating interdisciplinary collaboration, e.g. with other solid-Earth sciences and
seismic engineering. As the patterns for interaction, data handling and mapping to Distributed Com-
puting Infrastructures (DCIs) have been established, the VERCE platform is readily extendible to new
simulation codes, such as SPECFEM3D_GLOBE, to support global-scale waveform applications7. To-
gether with new analysis algorithms this will expand the scientific research and the user community.

VERCE invested in building the VRE as a “knowledge base” for the community, producing tuneable
provenance data that is stored and contributes to the usability and comprehensibility of the VRE. This
information is discoverable and analysable by the seismologists via multi-faceted content searches. This
stimulates adoption and fosters an improvement in quality and reliability of the scientific work. By
enabling users to share results and provenance information the VRE encourages open-science behaviour,
allowing researchers to discover and build on prior work and thereby to progress faster.

Providing an environment that delivers convenient and uniform access to an extensive and open-ended set
of resources requires advances in E-Infrastructure architectures and technologies. The convergence of
the computational and data-intensive viewpoints also had to accommodate much diversity in each field.
Some of that diversity delivers technology that matches diverse data and computational loads. Some of it
is historic, but as resources are independently owned and autonomously evolve it will continue. Indeed,
respecting that autonomy, as it enables institutions to serve their primary roles, requires a loosely coupled
federation that delivers the required E-Infrastructure functionality, and that survives as local policies and
provisions evolve. Such evolution will be accelerated by the drivers of the digital-technology ecosys-
tem (science is a minority genera) and by technical opportunities, such as the new storage technology,
3D Xpoint, that improves persistent storage performance by factors of 10008.

In the face of that diversity, the requirement to respect autonomy and to deliver an easily used research
environment, the E-Infrastructure has incorporated traditional interworking mechanisms plus a number
of vital extensions. The traditional elements include: a virtual organisation management system, web ser-
vices, data-transfer services, data-identity management and archival services, job submission services,
task-oriented workflows and the provision of transient and persistent9 storage. The novel elements in-
clude: the dispel4py data-streaming workflow system10, a pervasive provenance system that delivers
provenance-triggered operations and tools—a world first, and an integration of computational architec-
tures that spans HPC clusters, Clouds running data-intensive middleware and data-intensive specialised
hardware. These are accessed by a science gateway that exploits the open-source established platforms
for organising portals, both task-oriented and data-streaming workflows, and a modern Javascript multi-
device interaction and visualisation technology Sencha Ext JS11. The science gateway presents an
integrated and uniform view and maps user actions to the full gamut of platform resources, activating
the necessary behind-the-scenes automation and transformations, and provides a context for tools and
data-intensive workflows. That mapping and automation hides the underlying diversity and complexity,
and should be sustainable as the underpinning resources evolve or new ones are added. It is designed to
be extensible.

A critical step was to establish trust and security across the many organisations involved. They all offer

7geodynamics.org/cig/software/specfem3d_globe
8newsroom.intel.com/community/intel_newsroom/blog/2015/07/28/

intel-and-micron-produce-breakthrough-memory-technology
9Here the term “persistent” means “as long as there is potential uses that warrant the storage”; it does not mean “permanent”.

10dispel4py.org
11www.sencha.com/products/extjs/#overview
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resources seismology research needs, but their usage policies and security are often dictated by prior
commitments and external factors. Consequently, these need to be respected and accommodated. The
concept of allowing different sort of services depending of the level of validation of the user identity
is the general tendency. Use of X509 12 certificates, the current agreed technology, allowed to honour
similar validation process across partners, including the PRACE13 one. Using VOMS14 and mappings, it
was possible to support single sign on and automated delegation to establish access to other resources,
such as those provided by EGI. Global acceptance of VOMS would have indeed facilitated the allocation
of resources in VERCE on a project and community basis. Though VERCE successfully addressed such
diversity, it had to do so by introducing certificates. Certificates presented new users with a hurdle that
impeded our goal of avoiding steep learning curves right at the sensitive moment of their introduction to
the system. Avoiding difficulty for users and yet satisfying all authentication and authorisation policies
is a challenge that extends well beyond VERCE.

The task of developing mappings to meet variations in security policy, and to access and use multiple
computational, data transport and storage resources was much helped by collaboration with the SCI-BUS
and ER-Flow communities [3]. They deliver mappings to the job submission systems used by PRACE
sites, by local and national clusters, and by local and multi-national Cloud providers. This will be further
developed in the follow-on EGI-Engage project.

Providing users with a convenient means of identifying sets of data provided by seismic-archive and
information services required intermediate staging of data in caches organised by VERCE, as direct
transport between source and destination was not available. The convenience of selection by geographic
area in the science gateway was based on ISO geo-spatial standards. However, the solid-Earth models and
the parameterisation of simulation runs does not yet have relevant standards. Those used by SPECFEM3D

were adopted in the library of models and the gateway interface.

The FWS runs are computationally very demanding. This required optimisations for each target plat-
form; these and other improvements were fed back to the SPECFEM3D community who incorporated
them into releases. The intimate dependence on computational-platform that results from performance
optimisation, means that establishing the use of SPECFEM3D on new platforms still requires substantial
expert effort. This is no longer a load on the user community but it still needs expert resources.

Runs on such platforms need the data completely pre-loaded and require the results to be collected
promptly to release transient storage. This is automated by the VERCE platform, but it does militate
against runs where additional input is identified during the run. The requirement to stream provenance
data from an active run is similarly inhibited. VERCE developed a work around based on writing tran-
sient files and spotting them from an allowed process on the cluster-login node. This provides at least
the potential for curtailing a run that a seismologist sees will not be worthwhile. It doesn’t however offer
an opportunity to revise parameters.

The creation of new data-intensive methods using fine-grained data-streaming was enabled by dispel4py
which worked with any Python interpreter and interactive Python tools, such as iPython. It is easily
installed in any context a seismologist using the standard and familiar Python package installer pip. The
VERCE data-intensive dispel4py framework interacts with the the extensive obsPy Python library
that is much used by seismologists, boosting and extending ObsPy to meet requirements that arose, and
fostering integration and scaling of this autonomous community’s efforts. The data-intensive processing
that is closely coupled with simulations may be best performed on the HPC platform. In which case, the
Python interpreter and MPI libraries used by dispel4py system have to be installed already; the rest
of the dispel4py framework is shipped with the job submission. This prior installation is necessary
because of usage rules. It has to be done by the site’s systems administrators. Once this has been done,
our aim of allowing researchers to develop data-intensive methods and then transfer them to a powerful

12tools.ietf.org/html/rfc5280
13www.praceri.eu
14toolkit.globus.org/grid_software/security/voms.php
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platform is achieved. The implementation of misfit analysis was based on this arrangement, rewriting an
established correlation algorithm in Python to compute the criterion. It benefited from the dispel4py
framework making few demands on the platform to which it is mapped without requiring support from
the HPC providers. In contrast, setting up STORM or Spark, two popular data-intensive platforms, in the
HPC context, would have placed substantial demands on the HPC system administrators.

Often, it is better, e.g. uses less energy or is available to more researchers, to run data-intensive work
on quite different machines, e.g. ones with many modestly powered nodes but with maximal sequential
throughput and streaming data analysis on par with the required data throughput, or ones with a high ratio
of RAM to CPU power. To utilise the clusters of modestly powered nodes effectively required that one
of the optimisations of map-reduce be pre-installed on the target DCI, and then dispel4py mapped
automatically to that. The open-source Storm system was used in VERCE, and a Spark mapping has
also been prototyped. Setting these up on Cloud or local clusters still requires expert effort. Once that
has been done the fluent path from innovation to production is supported. The use of multi-core and large
shared memory (particularly well suited to data-intensive correlation methods) is well supported by the
dispel4py libraries. Consequently, transfer to that production context is achievable by seismologist
without specialist help; dispel4py optimally maps method to a target platform without requiring any
changes to the Python script.

To provide caches and persistent storage of users’ workspaces, VERCE used the open-source iRODS that
was also supported by EUDAT15. A federation of storage sites is needed, to achieve sufficient reliability
and to improve locality of data. This system also supports association of metadata and persistent identi-
fiers (PIDs) with files. Incremental transfer to the services supported by EUDAT, provided they can also
be set up in autonomous partner’s contexts, should be anticipated. However, these were not mature or
deployed during VERCE’s development period.

The provenance system required a scalable distributed database in which to accumulate its records. For
this to be flexible and extensible, with fast multi-faceted search a NOSQL system, MongoDB16. Prove-
nance can be exported in W3C-PROV17 format for portability and long term preservation, together with
flexibility and efficiency based on JSON18 formats, while internal representation favours less verbose and
lightweight schema in support of the best practices of NoSQL systems..

Arranging that so many aspects of the E-Infrastructure reached production and worked effectively to-
gether and remains maintainable, requires an architecture. It is needed to align the agile code sprints
with the production contributions from partners and external collaborators to meet the goals set out
above. It is a crucial conceptual framework for partitioning tasks, e.g. when dividing the overall goal of a
task force into the stages that are tackled in a code sprint (the ‘epic’ and ‘user stories’ in agile parlance),
or when formulating the road map to coordinate and schedule the platform’s development.

The architecture had to balance potentially conflicting requirements, such as the use of emerging subsys-
tems maintained by broader communities versus becoming operational quickly, or using an ad hoc fix
versus retaining standards and flexibility. It is essential that the architecture partition the platform so as
to reduce complexity and localise interdependencies.

The science gateway acts as a crucial fulcrum that separates the attention to user-interaction needs from
the underlying services providing the required functionality. The only element that is not divided in this
way is the data-intensive framework, as users use it directly in their own context to develop new methods
and then transfer more demanding data-intensive analyses to production facilities. But it is also present
as a user-interface via the science gateway and which then activates it on production platforms in the
same way as other functionalities.

15www.eudat.eu
16mongodb.org
17www.w3.org/TR/prov-primer
18www.json.org
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Above the science gateway the user can log-in in one of three authorised roles and then see presentation of
all of the functions available in that role. In the user role these include review and interrogate provenance
information to select sets of data, manage data, import data from standard sources, export data to other
services, visualise seismic observations and results, supply data, and control the use of packaged services,
i.e. FWS runs, misfit analyses, and data-intensive methods. The task forces teased out exactly what was
required in each case and how best to present it, providing appropriate default behaviours, but enabling
flexibility, so that researchers can control more detail.

The logic within the science gateway then maps this into immediate actions, using the array of underpin-
ning resources and subsystems illustrated above. This may yield immediate results, e.g. when the action
can be run on local facilities or use an available web service. It may yield delayed responses, as data
transport, workflow submission and job submission, may be to systems that queue the work.

The provenance system enables users to navigate their past work, to review their queued work, and to
inspect selected intermediates from work in progress. Once the science gateway has interpreted user
requests and partitioned them into actions on underlying systems, the user gets the impression of inte-
grated functions in a holistic and comprehensible space. Whereas the underlying systems receive requests
that they can handle independently. If the user’s intent maps to a set of underlying actions that are in-
terdependent and not immediate, the science gateway generates a workflow from a template that then
organises the combined function. If the elements of this are themselves jobs communicating by files,
then WS-PGRADE/gUSE workflows are used [4]. If the operations are fine grained then a dispel4py
data-streaming workflow is used, thereby saving much disk I/O, improving the scalability and gaining
provenance information. These workflow systems can be used in combination, possibly via the tech-
nology produced by ER-flow [5]. WS-PGRADE workflows are be stored within the ER-Flow centralised
archive (SHIWA) to make them available to a broader community.

As a result, the implementation of the science gateway is a major contribution to putting computational
and data-intensive research into the same framework. The mappings to the workflows and underlying
systems required substantial effort. However, these are now well developed, and can easily be extended
to accommodate further computational codes and resources, and more data sources in any format. The
facilities are also available as a web service so that mobile tools can be developed and tools added to the
gateway’s repertoire have a well-defined operational context.

All other elements underpinning the platform can operate and evolve independently. They each need
to maintain the capability and interface, usually a web service, that the science gateway depends on,
or in extremis, negotiate with the science gateway’s maintainers a change in their interface. Thus the
underpinning infrastructure is completely partitioned and the organisations responsible retain autonomy.

From the beginning, the vision of VERCE to achieve convergence between the computational and data-
driven research paradigms and thereby stimulate uptake and advances in research that required both was
clear and compelling. As this is a valid goal in many disciplines the resource providers and comput-
ing science researchers were strongly committed. As it is essential for progress in solid-Earth sciences
it engaged the seismology research community. Initially these good intentions from a broad spectrum
of relevant experts did not yield progress despite intensive efforts in each camp. Introducing the ag-
ile, boundary-crossing task forces converted enthusiasm and effort into communication and tangible
progress. Without agile task forces the contributing sub-disciplines and resource providers did not suc-
cessfully communicate and build a shared conceptual model that led to mutually agreed and understood
goals.

One approach to pooling resources to provide a consistent and coherent environment for research (or
any other use of computation and data) is to develop and impose a “standard” that incorporates the
conceptual, scientific and technical requirements. This is potentially feasible within a single organisation,
though even there it is very hard to choose the scope, agree the model, and find ways of representing and
manipulating it. Very often, such convergence is not implemented even in such contexts because of the

COPYRIGHT c© VERCE PROJECT, 2011-2015
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effort involved and the need to meet legacy commitments.

When we move to a group of independent and autonomous organisations, e.g. EPOS-IP, such an approach
is infeasible because of their investment, their commitments to deliver other services, their culture and
their need to retain their profile. An incremental approach is essential, where they agree as near as
possible minimal commitments to provide resources and to deliver these in ways that do not disrupt their
other work more than necessary.

A technological approach that matches this is the design, provision and uptake of microservices—web
services that have a narrow specification, so that they are easily implemented initially and by second
suppliers to avoid lock in19. The system that depends on microservices can include tools entirely im-
plemented in browsers and mobile apps. An individual participant organisation may commit to more
microservices when it is able, and changes to a narrow interface is less disruptive when they become
necessary. Where there are relevant standards, such as those developed by OGC20, FDSN21 and GEO/-
GEOSS22, or mandated by the INSPIRE directive [6], they should be used within these microservices. If
a concept needs to be rendered in a number of microservices, this should trigger a standardisation effort,
that could benefit wider open science via the RDA23. If we are not careful, the proliferation of microser-
vices poses great complexity in the science gateway. This is addressed by recognising frequently used
patterns of microservice activation and then encoding them as parametrisable patterns that map to the tar-
get workflows, recursively accommodating this complexity. In the case of mobile apps there is already
a substantial “Big Data” industry building frameworks for these that handle contextual variations auto-
matically and support client-side analyses and view re-computations, e.g. Sencha Ext JS mentioned
above.

Sustained scientific progress requires a stream of scientists adopting and extending the VRE. This re-
quires an easy path for first-time users, support if they encounter difficulties, and paths that encourage
them to develop their fluency in fully exploiting the growing potential of observational data, of simu-
lations, and of analytic methods. This requires that there are carefully constructed paths from first use
to expert use, properly backed up by mutual and expert help, as well as effective documentation. To
keep this developing and to optimise new capabilities requires other experts, including those who pro-
vide leadership and shape research strategy, data scientists who are expert at statistics and algorithms
to improve the implementation of methods and performance engineers able to optimise production on
emerging platforms, as the technology available advances. This requires paths and community roles and
relationships for all of those viewpoints. Paths that need maintaining as the subject and technology ad-
vance. Seeds of this development have now been laid by VERCE in the solid-Earth community in Europe
and EPOS-IP is ideally placed to foster the shoots and develop a vibrant and ambitious data-intensive
research community in Europe.

The diversity and autonomy of the resource providers makes it difficult to provide a uniform model for
trust and security, as does the breadth of experience, diversity of roles and variety of institutional contexts
among the users. The intellectual ramp from novice to expert advanced user is hard to implement without
intellectual hurdles concerning authorisation and identity. A student using local facilities and open data
may enjoy a very light-weight security framework suited to her own institution. This would not be
acceptable for someone committing huge resources on a super computer to run a massive simulation. It
is an open question how to keep the initial experience without barriers and yet to build the trust that is
necessary for expert use somewhere along the user-development path. Allowing a light authentication
based on commercial identity providers, as social networks do, would smooth the initial ramp of getting
access to limited but still usable resources, for an initial uptake of the services. This is as much a social
and political challenge as it is a technical one. It cannot be ignored as either uptake will be impeded or

19martinfowler.com/articles/microservices.html
20www.opengeospatial.org
21www.fdsn.org
22www.earthobservations.org/index.php and www.earthobservations.org/geoss.php
23rd-alliance.org
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the risk of serious misuse of major facilities will be too high. An incremental but widely acceptable path
for the many user communities with similar diversity needs to be adopted and well supported.

The economy, business practices and technology of the digital ecosystem is dominated by media, en-
tertainment, games and business-to-business activity. Alongside these, though large and growing, the
needs of data-driven and computationally enabled sciences are small. Consequently, the dominant trends
and large investments are not shaped by science requirements. It is a continuous challenge for science
to thrive by adapting to the changes in the larger digital ecosystem. In science, providing a controlled
but still stimulating environment is challenging. The first limitation encountered may immediately push
a potential user away. The VERCE federated approach is getting close to the right compromise, but
it has to balance specific with generic services. This requires continuous R&D investigating the new
features of the digital ecosystem and exploiting those that are beneficial. Cloud systems illustrate this
issue. “Cloud” in this context bundles a number of organisational and technical elements that need to be
analysed separately. A few are illustrated.

“Virtualisation” enables developers to shape their application’s computing environment, and for the
provider to simultaneously run many such environments. When based on hypervisors, this imposes
significant overheads for data-intensive jobs. However, new technology, e.g. Linux Containers24 [7]
such as docker25, has far less overhead for such workloads. This should be investigated in conjunction
with the Storm26 and Spark27 technologies being developed and adopted by extensive communities,
and the Google open source project, Kubernetes28, that allows complex applications, with established
relationships between multiple nodes, to be queued and handled in a virtual environment. This delivers
a sandboxed environment and can handle modest to sophisticated applications efficiently. It is sepa-
rate from the procurement policy and security controls, which may match current research infrastructure
practice or Cloud business models.

“Elasticity” amounts to “you pay for what you use” and these payments sum to the total cost (plus profit).
In the typical Cloud context the jobs are small compared with the total resource, and so very short queues
lead to prompt allocations29; a large number of jobs share the resource. This works well for subsystems
such as the science gateway, where more resources can be allocated to respond to concurrent users.
In contrast, where very advanced resources are used, the elasticity is implemented by work queuing
for an allocation of a substantial portion of the resource. Policies control resource allocation, e.g. to
select only the most worthwhile applications, and to match the resource funders’ priorities. Permission
for use depends on the quality of an application’s optimisation for the platform. This requirement for
optimisation currently prohibits virtualisation on most HPC platforms. Hence their system administrators
and performance engineers have to help set up the environment for and tune new applications. Elasticity,
may soon be relevant to many parts of the data-intensive analyses, if open source campaigns such as
Spark are successful. The specialised HPC platforms will be needed for the foreseeable future, as the
numerical simulations require many orders of magnitude more computational power to simulate solid-
Earth phenomena at sufficient resolution and incorporating all of the physics and chemistry. Elasticity is
not relevant here, as they are full to capacity for their operational life.

For sustainable science it is necessary to minimise the total energy consumption of an investigation;
this includes all aspects of the ICT supporting a scientific method. These are not limited to the energy
used for simulations and analyses. Data movement, from the observations, to quality assurance and
integration organisations, to archival and curation sites, such as those run by ORFEUS30 and EIDA31,

24linuxcontainers.org
25docs.docker.com
26storm.incubator.apache.org
27spark.apache.org
28kubernetes.io
29A benefit any scientist appreciates, that is also available for small jobs on local clusters.
30www.orfeus-eu.org
31www.orfeus-eu.org/eida/eida.html
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to each scientific step that accesses such data, to visualisations, to researchers workspaces, to result
archives, can be a very significant use of energy. Three steps towards energy minimisation are: (1)
reduce computational costs by using platforms well matched to the stage within the scientific method,
(2) reduce data-movement costs by co-location, compression and caching, and (3) encourage re-use
of calculations and data, by effective sharing, metadata and catalogues, a strategy that the provenance
system supports well. The E-Infrastructure has to take care of energy minimisation as it has access to the
required information and involving domain scientists would divert them from their scientific goals.

There are limits to what can be achieved as observing the Earth is inevitably a globally distributed
endeavour. Further, the many approaches, different timescales and different manifest effects, make for
growing diversity of primary data collection and quality assurance. This is undertaken by a wide range
of organisations in many localities, managing a wide variety of globally dispersed instruments. It is
crucial that as methods for caching data are developed they do not detract from the recognition of the
value of data collectors, quality assurance teams and data curation organisations, such as IRIS32 and
EIDA. A political and accounting model is needed to make energy savings and to sustain the respect
for the value of contributing institutions. For example, institutions responsible for emergency response
information services and hazard estimation, as well as research, will need to recruit the relevant experts
and demonstrably have resources that are needed in a major emergency. Major research universities,
and national centres, need to have a sufficiently powerful computational resource, acting as a “totem”,
that they continue to attract leading researchers, projects, contracts and funds. Therefore, there are
pressures to maintain the visibility of independent resources and to sustain their diversity. An E-Infras-
tructure spanning autonomous resources, such as that evolving after VERCE, needs to minimise energy
consumption to reduce environmental impact, but with due consideration for the organisational and
social issues.

Encouraging sharing and efficient use of simulation runs and their results, may have two benefits: a re-
duction in the environmental impact and an improvement in quality and pace of the science, as has been
demonstrated in cosmology and climate modelling. Collecting the observational data for a large series
of runs of the wave simulation, e.g. to use many events and observed and synthetic waveforms during
the many iterations of seismic inversion, eliminates repeated requests and trans-shipments of primary
data. A sequence of studies may re-use the same data. Publishing and sharing for an appropriate period
the solid-Earth models and the results of simulation runs, could establish a virtual seismic numerical
laboratory, where many seismologists could explore interpretations and comparisons of simulation re-
sults with primary data. Thus amortising the costs of the simulation runs, and data gathering, over more
investigations.

It is difficult to find resources to build community codes, such as SPECFEM3D and ObsPy [8], but sci-
entists recognise the need and the leading E-Infrastructure elements of that form gather community re-
sources and contributions. Similarly, the maintenance of extensive observation systems, and of curation
services that preserve the primary data to ensure it is an open reference reserve needs resources. These
are often found from national funds or institutions, but have a difficult time competing with new cam-
paigns in many disciplines. As we have seen in VERCE, there is a further critical element in providing
a productive research infrastructure, lets call it “glueware”. It is manifest in the science gateway, and
includes all of the mappings, automation, workflows and tools that present a coherent and comprehensi-
ble view to the domain’s researchers, in this case seismologists, while exploiting diverse, distributed and
independent resources, services and codes. That too needs investment in its maintenance! As we have
seen the digital environment and the collaborating institutions are subject to change. Therefore, even to
retain the current capabilities, three categories of maintenance are needed: (a) adaptation to changes in
provided platforms, services and information representations; (b) a fair contribution to the shared com-
ponents (as many of these as possible are used) that are maintained by broader communities, particularly
if changes are needed by the scientific users; and (c) handling bugs in the current implementation. And,

32www.iris.edu/hq
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as we have just seen, investment in minimising total costs, with consideration of subtle organisational
and social issues is desirable.

R&D to extend the VERCE E-Infrastructure’s range of user disciplines would facilitate more science
and amortise such costs over a larger community. In part, that will happen in the EPOS-IP context as
described below. But there are many more scientific disciplines that need to help their mathematical mod-
elling and data-analysis communities converge, as they encounter a growing wealth of data. However,
while much of methodology and E-Infrastructure components would be re-used, the communities would
need separate identities with independent VREs. This contrasts with the convergence of solid-Earth
sciences in EPOS.
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1 The VERCE VRE

The EU VERCE project, “Virtual Earthquake and seismology Research Community e-science environ-
ment in Europe”33, has developed a comprehensive and integrated virtual research environment (VRE)
for computational and data-intensive seismology. The VRE meets a range of seismic research needs by
eliminating chores and technical difficulties to allow users to focus on their research questions.

It empowers the next generation of researchers to harvest the new opportunities provided by wave sim-
ulation codes. Previously, they could only achieve this if their institution was well-enough endowed to
support them setting up the code, finding computational resources and managing their own data.

The VRE flexibly addresses the wealth of data challenges, in earthquake seismology and seismic imag-
ing, to enable active researchers to invent and refine scalable methods for innovative analysis of seismic
waveforms in a wide range of application contexts. It engenders collaborative development of these new
methods, smoothing the path from theoretical research, through proof of concept to sustained use.

1.1 Scientific applications and use

The VRE was pioneered with a number of selected research-driven applications, see Fig. 1, with contin-
uous co-evolution of the use cases with research practices and users’ feedback.
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Figure 1 – The VRE seismology applications: full waveform simulation, data-intensive continuous waveform
analysis, full waveform and misfit analysis. Interoperable computational and data-intensive frameworks are sup-
porting the research practice requirements of these applications. The misfit analysis combines interactively these
two frameworks within the science gateway, and is a critical step toward data inversion and assimilation applica-
tions.

Forward wave simulation (FWS). Modelling seismic wave propagation in complex geological media,
is shaping new research practices in earthquake and tsunami hazard assessment and risk mitigation. This
depends on well-established and mature high-performance community codes, such as SPECFEM3D34.

33www.verce.eu
34geodynamics.org/cig/software/specfem3d
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Prior to VERCE, it required considerable skill, effort and engineering to find and exploit different HPC
resources, manage data and organise simulation runs.

The VRE provides this power to seismologists, with all of those chores automated, so they supply in-
puts, from VERCE’s integrated view of seismic data, Earth models and meshes, set parameters and
submit their job using codes already tuned for each of the provided distributed computing resources. The
VERCE platform looks after all of its stages, but supplies seismologists with ways of reviewing progress
and of collecting and handling their results. The provenance system helps them manage a large series of
runs as well as helping them investigate data relationships. It allows them to collect and visualise bundles
of data, or to send collections to the next stage.

The VERCE platform enables seismologists from anywhere in Europe, whether or not they have local
support, to set up and run such simulation studies. They experience the convenience of the gateway
for steering such studies. Their work is unaffected by where the jobs run—on institutional resources,
national facilities or HPC centres, such as PRACE35 or EGI36. The VRE FWS tooling improves these
methods in quality, reliability, speed and scale. It enables seismologists to focus on their science and to
improve their productivity by one or two orders of magnitude.

Statistical analysis of continuous waveforms. The increasing collection of continuous waveforms
recorded by dense networks of seismic instruments blazes the path towards transformative research
practice and innovative statistical data-intensive analysis methods retrieving coherent higher-order in-
formation buried within the environmental and instrumental noise. Important applications are detection
of a wide variety of seismic sources, and new time-dependent imaging of the Earth’s interior, unravelling
tiny changes in the Earth’s properties. There are a myriad of ways of preparing and analysing these data,
with a great diversity of algorithms and implementations.

The VRE supports the development and deployment of this diversity, enabling seismologists to identify
new targets and to develop new methods to achieve them. These researchers want to be in full control,
to develop their own data-intensive applications using their familiar Python tools in their usual working
environment, e.g. their laptop. They exploit and contribute to rich Python libraries, such as the open-
source community toolbox ObsPy [8], and develop specific analysis and visualisation steps. To support
their innovation and diversity VERCE provides the dispel4py data-intensive framework integrated
with its platform and data-handling services [9]. It is easily installed as a Python library in any context,
but once seismologists have refined their methods, they can exploit the dispel4py to encode them as
abstract data-stream workflows, that can be automatically mapped onto HPC or data-intensive clusters or
Clouds, to maximise reliability and scalability. The dispel4py supports fine-grained, user-controlled
provenance tracking to help seismologists analyse, understand, improve and steer their data-intensive
work, based on the same standards, tools and interaction mechanisms used for FWS, so that they fit well
together. The automated mapping to a wide variety of targets and the automated management of input
and output data again allows seismologists to focus on their scientific goals, though here with the added
flexibility needed for such diverse and evolving targets.

To help researchers get started, the VRE provides a toolbox of shared data-intensive components—
preconfigured pipelines used as exemplars or as the starting point for reconfiguration—this promotes
method sharing and workflow description. The VRE empowers researchers with capabilities to explore
options and to make rapid innovations, engenders collaborative development of new methods with shared
experience of their power. As a result it stimulates well-judged early moves to address new scientific
challenges.

Misfit analysis. These new capabilities lead to a continuum of applications as shown Fig. 2, well exem-
plified by the misfit analysis. Seismology is data driven and the inference of possible physical models
relies upon the evaluation of global criteria related to observed data, i.e. the misfit between observations

35www.praceri.eu
36www.egi.eu
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Figure 2 – The misfit analysis orchestrates interactive computing, data analysis, and data shipments with a prove-
nance systems providing full lineage of the data and metadata produced during these stages. The misfit analysis is
a critical component toward full waveform inversion.

and the model predictions, together with a-priori knowledge and uncertainties. Iterative minimisation of
such global criteria paves the way to seismic waveform inversion methods, where each iteration is based
on two full wave simulations, i.e. a forward FWS and an adjoint FWS.

The VRE automates misfit analysis and presents it as a flexible operation extending the FWS workflow
with new data-analysis capabilities for simulated and observed waveforms at selected stations and for
selected earthquakes. The VERCE science gateway interactively presents these new components, i.e.
event characteristics, observation waveform collection from multiple FDSN37 sources, and the wave-
form preparation and widows selection for misfit correlation analyses.The misfit application is a critical
step towards orchestrated seismic waveform inversion. It makes use of the dispel4py framework
and extended provenance functionalities, e.g. lineage and metadata functionalities, to select observed
waveforms according to the simulation parameters, to merge and match information about simulation
results and downloaded observations, and to trigger data movement across federated DCIs’ resources,
handling security and access protocols. It uses the VERCE platform to map data analyses to different
computational systems including Cloud.

The VERCE science gateway enables seismologists to specify and steer their misfit analyses, selecting
event waveforms and comparison methods, e.g. composing processing and analysis pipelines of data-
transformation elements. It holds data in three interacting working spaces, tailored by research practice,
to allow seismologists to work independently on each phase. They can, therefore, focus on the most
critical step of the iterative waveform inversion process—the misfit analysis—yielding a better interpre-
tation of observations. Previously researchers needed considerable skills and engineering to orchestrate
these computing and processing stages, arrange the complex data shipments and storage management,
and negotiate the different usage and access policies found within the E-Infrastructure.

Up to now, this was only achievable by a few selected groups internationally. This paves the way towards
a flexible and scalable shared framework facilitating seismic waveform inversion for the next generation

37www.fdsn.org
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of researchers, lowering substantially the barriers to uptake, and improving dramatically their science
productivity.

1.2 Training and outreach

To smooth the path from proof-of-concept to dependable VRE and its sustained use, VERCE organised
and provided “intellectual ramps” and training, e.g. in the form of webinars and face-to-face events,
allowing seismology researchers to engage incrementally with the VRE and the e-Infrastructure (Fig. 3).
Those included hands-on sessions and practicals.

www.verce.eu
Short&Title Ex.&WP1&Presentation,& RP1

The*Training*Plan

IPGP,&Paris,&21st&October&2015NA3:&Training&&&User&Documentation

Webinar*1:&
Forward&modelling&

Webinar*2:&Large&
Data&applications

2nd VERCE training*workshop:
For&external&participants
Invite&a&wider&range&of&participants

Final*VERCE training*workshop:
Launching& the&VERCE portal&tools&to&the&
wider&seismological&community.

Training*documentation*to*support*
VERCE*users*through*EPOS

• Aims:&
• Internal:*cohort&of&experts&from&

different& fields&developing& the&platform;
• External: build&knowledge& in&the&wider&

seismological& community&of&the&tools&
provided&by&VERCE.

• Experience and&refinement

• Online&documentation

• This&has&produced&a&base*of*users*with&a&
working&knowledge&of&the&VERCE&platform,&
and&a&set&of&online*resources*that&can&attract*
and*educate*new&users&to&the&resources&
supported& under&EPOS.

Figure 3 – Overview of the training activity, e.g. webinars and face-to-face sessions, during the VERCE project

VERCE delivered other solicited training sessions in synergy with other projects: at the workshop of
the EU TIDES-COST project38 in Bertinoro, Italy, July 1st-5th, 2015; and at the international summer
school of the NSF-funded Open-Science Data Cloud PIRE project39, June 8th-12th, 2015, in Amsterdam
(NL).

Training and “intellectual ramps” were developed hand-in-hand and continuously refined and improved
analysing the attendees’ feedback, between events to ensure that students and researchers, with different
levels of expertise, can progress incrementally to sophisticated use of the full facilities without encoun-
tering steep learning curves.

Overall, these events gained the attention of a growing base of researchers and students. This stim-
ulated also a BSc thesis on the evaluation of the platform services. This was complemented by on-
line resources40, best-practice guides and a users’ manual that also provides a stepping off point for
more detailed support of advanced methods with exemplars such as reference workflows and processing
pipelines, including the use of the pervasive provenance information and its intuitive visualisations.

The wide expertise in VERCE, i.e. seismologists, software developers, data scientists, ICT researchers,
performance engineers and multiple data and computational resource providers, working effectively to-
gether, offers exceptional opportunities for students and researchers to get involved, and to develop the
data analysis skills and computational thinking necessary to compete globally and tackle new challenges
in solid-Earth sciences.

38www.tides-cost.eu
39pire.opensciencedatacloud.org
40verce.eu/Training.php
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VERCE successfully built a nucleus of highly talented and motivated early career researchers in numer-
ous geophysical research groups in Europe who will now play a central role in delivering the goals of
EPOS-IP and make it a success. Sustained scientific progress requires a stream of scientists adopting
and extending the VRE. Seeds of this development have been laid by VERCE in the solid-Earth commu-
nity in Europe and EPOS-IP is ideally placed to foster the shoots and develop a vibrant and ambitious
data-intensive research community.

1.3 International context

In the USA, the SCEC project41 strives for better prediction of broadband earthquake generated strong
ground motion, a keystone for seismic risk mitigation and resilient engineering design to retrofit in-
frastructures subjected to earthquakes. This requires higher-resolution of 3D regional models through
full-waveform inversion methods, and high-resolution deterministic and stochastic ground motion pre-
diction using full waveform simulation codes, that will ultimately lead to physics-based probabilistic
shake maps.

The SCEC project relies on a number of different full-waveform simulation and inversion codes, each
developed and exploited by a SCEC team; whereas, in principle, VERCE hosts independently developed
code and provides a VRE and an E-Infrastructure to make them usable by the whole research community.
It differs also from VERCE in delivering those services to those teams from pooling specific restricted
HPC resources run by the Department of Energy (DoE) together with the SCEC platform, thereby sim-
plifying the E-Infrastructure required, but missing the potential combination of multiply owned resources
with a uniform access for the research community. This is a feasible approach within the single SCEC
organisation, though even there it is very hard to choose the scope, agree the model, and find ways of
representing and manipulating their data. The SCEC may have less opportunity to provide and share
their own finite-difference and finite-element models and to shape their own data collection, preparation
and post-processing of seismic observed and simulated data—a tradeoff still being explored between
flexibility, complexity and community ownership in VERCE.

The Shake Movie service run by Princeton University42 uses SPECFEM3D_GLOBE43 to generate sim-
ulations corresponding to recent earthquakes. Here users can access the simulation results but cannot
set up and steer their own simulations. The Princeton group is also developing a framework for high-
resolution full waveform inversion at global scale, which is tuned and deployed within a single restricted
HPC infrastructure (the Oakridge centre of the DoE) and only accessible and usable by this selected
group of researchers. In contrast the VERCE VRE strategy is to enable seismologists from anywhere
in Europe, whether or not they have local support, to harvest these new data-intensive methodologies in
their research practice.

The VERCE strategy and achievements have increased the international visibility and competitiveness of
the European computational seismology community, fostering collaboration with other initiatives such as
EarthCube44 and the Computational Infrastructure for Geodynamics (CIG)45 in the USA, and the Earth
Observation Data and Information Fusion Research Initiative (EDITORIA)46 in Japan that provides a
cross-disciplinary data-intensive analysis platform.

The VERCE VRE and E-Infrastructure has been reported in a number of papers [10–14] and presenta-
tions in leading-edge Earth sciences and ICT international reviews and meetings, that have raised inter-
est and fostered collaborations. In particular, VERCE was recently invited47 to the joint PRACE-EGI-

41scec.usc.edu/scecpedia/Geoinformatics_Project
42global.shakemovie.princeton.edu
43geodynamics.org/cig/software/specfem3d_globe
44earthcube.org
45geodynamics.org
46www.editoria.u-tokyo.ac.jp/index-e.htm
47prace-ri.eu/ict2015/
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EUDAT session entitled “Coupled Computing and Data analytics to support Science” at ICT 2015.

2 The VERCE E-Infrastructure

Fig. 4 shows the major components of the E-Infrastructure needed to deliver the VERCE VRE.

Convergence  
of data with 
computation 

Federating
autonomous 

diverse 
resources 

Handling 
independent 
data sources 

Fluent  
path from  

development 
production 

Hiding
complexity

Figure 4 – The VERCE E-Infrastructure: overview of the major components

The present VERCE E-Infrastructure involves the following major elements moving from the researchers’
point of contact to the contextual digital resources:

• The VERCE virtual organisation (VO) that provides for the increasing number of registered users
a consistent access to the federated resources, tools and services, handling and minimising the
burden of the diversity of existing authentication, authorisation and identification (AAI) poli-
cies across the multiple autonomous data and computing providers, and national boundaries, that
VERCE federates.

• The scientific gateway, provides from anywhere an integrated view of all the available federated re-
sources, makes it convenient for seismologists with different levels of expertise to uniformly access
these resources and to use them in their research practice. It combines interactive scientific work-
flows behind user-oriented and context-dependent interfaces, provides run-time feedback, flexible
and tunable provenance-based information, handles continuity between sessions and encourages
collaborative research with shared data and methods.

• The framework for computational seismology, a user-oriented integrated FWS service within the
science gateway, mapped onto diverse DCIs, that facilitates induction of these methods into re-
search practice, accommodating simulation codes, arranging for their use between computational
and data facilities, including the supply and the validation of diverse sharable input data, the han-
dling of multiple data sources, the acquisition of results with their provenance and associated
metadata, the evaluation of them against observations to improve possible physical models, and
their sharing within the community of users.

COPYRIGHT c© VERCE PROJECT, 2011-2015
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• The framework for new data-intensive analysis methods, the developer-oriented framework linked
with the science gateway, that smooths the path from theoretical research through proof of con-
cept to production and sustained use, allowing advanced researchers to remain in full control of
the development and application of their new data analytic methods, using their usual working
environment and familiar tools. This provides them with an environment where they can compose
their myriad of methods and implementations in fine-grained research workflows, handling data
streams with a pervasive provenance management system, to integrate diverse data management
systems and data services, and to automate their mapping to the architectures of different DCI.

• The research platform, an operational platform that federates and combines diverse computing and
data resources provided by the VERCE partners and European DCI providers, such as PRACE
and EGI’s Grid, together with a number monitoring software components with key performance
indicators (KPIs). It balances flexibility with performance and resilience with scalability.

• The data lifecycle management, across the VERCE federation of autonomous organisations, that
integrates diverse data-management systems, including file and database systems. These run on
the many DCIs in use and access the shared data services. They include a flexible and scalable
VERCE federated system for caching observations, results and metadata, and the management of
authorised data access.

• The mapping to multiple Distributed Computing Infrastructures handling identity management,
authority controls, transformations between representations and protocols, and access to resources.

• An extensive collection of data handling services and components that are used at different stages
in the above contributions, as well as extensible coupling with the seismology community data
services, external services, and ingest capabilities for non-standard and bulk-data.

• A pervasive generic provenance system that represents provenance in compliance with the W3C-
PROV248 recommendation, from multiple distributed sources and makes it available as a coherent
resource which is used by visualisation, data management, data transport and progress manage-
ment tools for the benefit of seismologists.

2.1 The science gateway

The science gateway supports all of the required modes of interaction with all aspects of the VRE needed
by research community. It supports training and induction into this community, organisation of sharing,
distribution of responsibilities and attribution of credit. It provides convenient and understandable access
to tools and functions that enable all stages of the research methods, such as those illustrated above. This
covers all phases from their creation to their application in order to build evidence for conclusions,
publications and actions. Whilst enabling the domain scientists to be as productive and agile as possible
is the highest priority, the work of the technical teams supporting them is also facilitated, with many
of the technical chores automated to improve efficiency, accelerate delivery of new facilities and reduce
error rates.

The science gateway is built on SCI-BUS49 which itself builds on Liferay50 and gUSE/WS-PGRADE51,
which provide an Internet portal framework and a task-oriented workflow system respectively. Their
wide use promises shared future maintenance and their maturity and integration implied reliability. The
gateway organises and structures the set of available options as portlets with drop-down menus of the
available functions, different sets of functions being visible depending on the authority and mode of the
logged-in user.

48www.w3.org/TR/prov-primer
49sci-bus.org
50liferay.com
51guse.hu/about/architecture/ws-pgrade
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Figure 5 – The VERCE E-Infrastructure illustrated by the orchestrated full waveform simulation and misfit anal-
ysis workflow and and system interactions it depends on

A typical function is illustrated Fig. 5 using orchestrated full waveform simulation and the misfit anal-
ysis workflow introduced above. Via standard geospatial interfaces seismologists choose their region of
interest by mesh name, which then exposes the existing models and available seismic stations. If they
are using their own private mesh and model, they have the possibility to specify boundaries indicating
the geographic coordinates. They then select: a set of seismic stations to be used for simulations and
misfit analysis, a set of relevant earthquake events, i.e. earthquake parameters from GCMT, or from other
catalogues, and the recorded waveforms at those stations for each of these events. Users can also supply
their own mesh, velocity model, seismic observations and pre- or post-processing steps at each stage.
They then submit a set of simulation runs, i.e. currently using SPECFEM3D.

As illustrated by Fig. 6, the gateway supports,: a) selection of regions region by mesh and geographic
name, by map zoom and by return to previous session contexts, b) context-dependent selection, query and
visualisation of earthquake events, seismic stations, recorded waveforms, together with their metadata
from multiple federated data sources using FDSN data services or from ad hoc temporary deployments,
c) selection of Earth-models and meshes from the VERCE library or upload of users’ customised models
and meshes, d) selection of the simulation code, e.g. SPECFEM3D, and of the DCI target, parameterisation
and configuration of the simulation experiment.

The gateway enables seismologists to specify and steer their misfit analyses, selecting event waveforms
and comparison methods. This is organised as three interactive components, i.e. raw-data download,
waveform processing and Misfit calculation, that are presented as three different interactive working-
spaces, tailored by research-practice, holding data and allowing seismologists to work independently on
each phase, see Fig. 7.

It enables users to compose processing pipelines for observed and simulated waveforms, and misfit
calculation using the dispel4py framework by accessing a toolbox of data-transformation elements
that can be combined as needed, exposing a complete range of configurable parameters, and to visualise
their results. The pipelines ingest raw and synthetic data and each processing element can be activated
or deactivated by the user, according to the data and the application context. Using the dispel4py
framework allows the scientists to develop and test their processing and misfit analysis workflows locally
on their machine and then to automatically deploy and scale them.

Extended functionalities allow users to create and dynamically manage their own methods with the pos-
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Figure 6 – The user-oriented GUI interface allows users to parameterise the FWS simulation and submit the job
on selected DCIs. Users can visualise the seismic stations with context-dependent geographical and geological
maps, illustrated here in the case of the Maule (Central Chile) and l’Aquila (North Italy) regions.

sibility to access a registry of user-defined processing elements, steering new collaborative thinking.
Finally, the user makes a decision as to whether the results are worth preserving and whether to use the
misfit measurements to improve the Earth model.
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Figure 7 – Interactive working spaces for the misfit analysis that hold data and allow seismologists to compose
waveform processing and misfit analysis

Each of the three components are using provenance information, which provides a holistic view of the
actual knowledge-base for all the processes and the data produced by the platform. By accessing and
combining interactively pre-selected provenance data, users are guided through the configuration and the
execution of the misfit analysis stages.

The workflow to download raw-data has to be configured according to a number of simulation parame-
ters, such as the time of the earthquake, and the boundaries of the region covered by the mesh. Processing
observed and simulated waveforms requires that processing matches and merges information about the
simulation and the raw-data download phases, e.g. station names, time of recording, recorded window
duration, and the earthquake’s metadata. Misfit evaluation makes use of the provenance associated with
the waveform processing stage to retrieve the location of the files that need to be staged-in and other
metadata associated with the stations and the earthquake of interest. The results obtained from each of
the four workflows involved in the whole process, are made discoverable and analysable via a common
graphical user interface. This generic GUI exposes provenance data in interactive and discoverable way
to reduce the risk of overloading the user with information.

To provide caches and persistent storage of users’ workspaces, and of FDSN downloaded data, VERCE
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used the open-source iRODS52 data preservation system that is also supported by EUDAT53. A federation
of storage sites is needed, to achieve sufficient reliability and to improve locality of data. This system
also supports association of metadata and persistent identifiers (PIDs) with files, allowing sharing and
reuse of the data.

To perform the submission, the gateway uses the SCI-BUS DCI-Bridge54, which handles many aspects
of submitting a workflow to different targets, transporting data and security credentials, manages job
submissions and collects status updates; this is an example of reducing the ICT chores. Arrangements to
match the simulation code, the workflow, the credentials and the data handling, still require substantial
effort from ICT experts in current target systems.

To accomplish the above functionality the gateway has to support all of the user interactions by generating
graphical presentations and by interpreting users’ actions. The interpretation involves the generation
of workflows shaped by those actions and by the session history. It maps from workflow templates
(developed by experts) to target and task-specific workflows and job descriptions in submission format.

The sites all require that identity, security and authorisation issues are handled and their diversity must be
addressed. The gateway provides uniform access to a federation of sites. Use of X509 55 certificates, the
currently agreed technology, allowed the VERCE platform to honour similar validation processes across
partners, including those for the PRACE56 resources. Use of VOMS57 and mappings, supports single sign
on and automated delegation to establish access to other resources, such as those provided by EGI. The
administration and the definition of users’ roles in the VERCE VO are managed by tools in the science
gateway to ensure semantic consistency across contexts. However, introducing certificates presented new
users with a hurdle. Even though VERCE minimises the effort in managing the credentials from the user
perspective, still their procurement and activation is dependent to a large extent from the single resource
provider. This impeded the goal of having no steep learning curves right at the moment of introduction
to the system. A challenge that extends well beyond VERCE.

Addressing such diversity is essential. The computations require substantial resources and different
researchers have different sites at which they have allocations. These change as a result of competitions,
policy changes and transfer between projects. Careful tuning of each simulation code to exploit the latest
advances in parallel architectures is needed; consequently for each run different codes have different
targets where they perform best.

2.2 The research platform

VERCE provides a balanced and flexible E-Infrastructure research platform federating through the prove-
nance system diverse distributed computing, data resources and access remote storage systems provided
by the VERCE partners and European DCIs, e.g. such as PRACE and EGI, and FDSN services58, all with
different access and security policies. The platform’s services are distributed over different sites and can
be shifted and redeployed from one site to another or into commercial or European Cloud infrastructures.

When we consider a group of independent and autonomous organisations, because of their investment,
their commitments to deliver other services, their culture and their need to retain their profile, an incre-
mental approach was essential, where they agree as near as possible minimal commitments to provide
resources and to deliver these in ways that do not disrupt their other work more than necessary.

52irods.org
53eudat.org
54guse.hu/about/architecture/dci-bridge
55tools.ietf.org/html/rfc5280
56www.praceri.eu
57toolkit.globus.org/grid_software/security/voms.php
58fdsn.org/webservices/
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Such diversity is required a) to transition between phases of research from exploration and develop-
ment, on small convenient facilities, to production runs, and b) to efficiently handle loads across the
compute-intensive to data-intensive range. Simulation code optimised to fully exploit advanced parallel
architectures needs to be located and supported on the architecture for which it was optimised for produc-
tion but can be hosted on lower performance clusters and elastic clouds for smaller-scale development
runs. Data-intensive workloads will underutilise CPU resources on HPC platforms, so data is moved to
appropriate clusters for processing. Specialised data- intensive clusters outperform standard clusters and
clouds. Parallel I/O and dynamic data compression is needed for production scale runs but standard data
operations found locally are adequate for test runs.

The platform integrates a number of instantiation, management and monitoring software components,
both internal and external ones that are distributed across the platform sites, i.e. not all the components
reside at any one site. Resilience and sustainability rely on appropriate insulation from changes in soft-
ware services, data representations, network protocols and hardware architecture. Thus VERCE’s plat-
form includes support for: the computational framework, e.g. UNICORE59, Globus60 to span operating
environments; the data management framework, e.g. iRODS to span data storage systems; the job sub-
mission and workflow enactment framework, e.g. DCI-Bridge and the open-source gUSE framework
protecting against diversity and changes to computational services; the web document management, e.g.
Liferay providing consistent environment for interaction development, the domain-specific data ser-
vices, e.g. FDSN services like the GCMT61 and TDMT62 query services for earthquake catalogues, the
community data formats, e.g. SEED and MiniSEED63, QuakeML64, FDSN StationXML65 for example.
From a user’s perspective, the platform supports unified access and data handling, including provenance
tools through the science gateway.

Continuous management and performance monitoring of the platform is built upon the INCA system66

with key performance indicators, i.e., KPIs. The science gateway users’ support uses OTRS67 for first
level support, e.g. account, security issue, service availability, and related issues with job submission,
e.g. software request. Operation, resilience and scalability of the science gateway, together with auxiliary
services, is achieved via virtual machines running in an OpenNebula68 Cloud environment, together
with a backup strategy via OpenNebula API, which hosts the portal front-end and the gUSE backend.

The platform software components release process is managed using Plan-Do-Check-Act (PDCA) cycle,
which assists the VERCE’s team to implement, operate, monitor, review, maintain and improve the
software components that VERCE releases and supports. Each cycle is estimated to be one year with
two overlapping cycles to facilitate a six-monthly release of the platform. The platform went through
seven successful releases continuously improving its resilience, performance, availability of services and
functionalities. Each release schedule is documented with work practices enabling coordination and
collaboration across VERCE.

2.3 The computational framework

Researchers need to use institutional and national facilities where they have routine access, and transfer
to the highest performance facilities, such as the PRACE sites, when they are granted time to tackle
demanding simulations. They require help from the VERCE framework moving their work, with its

59unicore.eu
60globus.org
61earthquake.usgs.gov/earthquakes/eqarchives/gcmt/neic_tkab_gcmt.php
62cnt.rm.ingv.it/tdmt
63ds.iris.edu/ds/nodes/dmc/data/formats/
64earthquake.usgs.gov/earthquakes/feed/v1.0/quakeml.php
65fdsn.org/xml/station/
66portal.futuresystems.org/tutorials/inca
67otrs.com
68opennebula.org
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associated code sets, workflows and data, between computational facilities, and they need to retrieve
results and provenance records into their sustained working context.

Figure 8 – The forward wave simulation interface and the visualisation of one of the resulting products consisting
in a video of the wave propagation at the surface produced by a specific earthquake.

Beyond facilitating the transfer of work and data, this requires careful tuning of code and workflows for
the highest end context. This has led to a number of improvements in SPECFEM3D that is now supported
on multiple HPC and institutional Cluster resources. Other developments include new scalable, seismic
data container format, i.e. the Adaptable Seismic Data Format69 (ASDF) using high-level data structures
such as HDF570, with a Python and C/Fortran API , to improve parallel I/O bottleneck for large scale
full wave simulations.

Once systems and software engineers with specialist knowledge have done such preparations the VERCE
framework supports the transitions and presents the computational services uniformly to researchers
entitled to use them. This entitlement is facilitated for training and induction.

2.4 The data-intensive framework

The data-intensive facilities build on the dispel4py framework71 and on a set of common data ser-
vices, see Fig. 4. dispel4py enables scientists to develop their own data- intensive applications using
Python familiar tools, e.g. such as ObsPy72, and their normal work environment, e.g. their laptop, and to
map them automatically to a range of target systems adapting dynamically to the scale of data.

There is a core library to support initial development and mappings to four scalable target enactment
models: MPI, Apache Storm clusters and shared-memory multi-core machines using Multiprocessing
(a Python package for concurrent interpretation) and Apache Spark. These mappings employ estab-
lished middleware to benefit from its substantial development effort and implementations on multiple
DCIs. dispel4py integrates with provenance mechanism and has a registry to promote method and
component description and sharing.

dispel4py allows users to encode their data-intensive methods as a graph of operations coupled to-
gether by data streams. The operations are instances of Processing Elements (PEs) that consume units
of data from their inputs and emit units of data on their outputs. The data streams may use any com-
munication mechanism. They may use compression and provide sufficient buffering. The operations are
instances of Python classes and the stream connections are made by Python operations on these classes.

69github.com/krischer/ASDF/wiki
70hdfgroup.org/HDF5/
71dispel4py.org
72github.com/obspy/obspy/wiki
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Figure 9 – Cross-correlation workflow using data from seismometers around the L’Aquila earthquake

Initial sets of these PE classes can be downloaded as a Python library or obtained from the registry, see
Fig. 1073. Both scientists and experts extend the set of PEs by writing their own algorithms or wrappingmpa
legacy algorithms using Python’s extensive scientific libraries and call outs to other languages. A PE
may also wrap a subgraph so that it may be used as an operation. The connections use local in-memory
communication if this is available, and direct communication over local or wide-area protocols; they do
not go via disk I/O unless buffering overflows. Explicit writes to disk for final results or diagnostics
require parallel I/O in production contexts.

10
D-SA3.5: Scientific gateway: Final report on components, services and tools integration, and

usage

Figure 4: dispel4py experimental registry: Prototypical interactive tool for the composition of pro-
cessing pipelines. The Processing Elements are collected from a centralised registry exposing the user
own working-space.

Figure 5: Misfit Analysis: User interface of the waveform-processing component, allowing the compo-
sition and parametrisation of the data-processing pipelines on raw and synthetic data
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Figure 10 – Interactive tool for the composition of dispel4py processing pipelines. The processing elements
are selected from a centralised registry exposing the user own working-space.

When the script is run, the graph is built as Python objects. In a development context this is interpreted
locally. When larger scale runs are required, the graph is optimised, e.g. PEs are clustered to minimise
data transport within loading constraints, the target DCI and intermediate technology is chosen, and the
graph is mapped onto these targets with appropriate pipelining and parallelisation.

73The registry and interactive dispel4py composition tool were prototyped during the VERCE project but not transferred
to full production. This is anticipated during the EPOS-IP project.
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The use of data streaming has three benefits: a) the low overheads, particularly for local coupling, means
that it is efficient for scientists to compose low-cost steps, called “fine-grained workflow”, b) the direct
handling of streams means that scientists can develop methods for live continuously flowing observa-
tions, and c) the load placed on the increasingly limiting bottleneck of disk I/O is minimised.

The abstract form of dispel4py together with automated mapping means that scientists are not dis-
tracted by technical details and their encoded methods are not locked into a particular target. The auto-
mated mapping also relieves experts of the tasks of optimising and mapping for particular DCI architec-
tures, but the choice of DCI target and mapping is critical for production performance.

VERCE supports and contributed to ObsPy, which is the central Python community library for seismic
data analysis, and that has been continuously refactored and improved throughout the project. It is a
community driven, open-source development, steered by LMU74, that builds a bridge for seismology
into the scientific Python ecosystem. In particular it offers read and write support for all commonly
used file formats in seismology, a comprehensive signal processing toolbox, and convenient wrappers to
legacy codes. It enjoys a large world-wide rate of adoption in the community.

During the VERCE project ObsPy has seen a number of new releases and several thousand new commits
to its code base. The various components are tied together using dispel4py workflows. Several
processing elements and workflow graphs were developed in the dispel4py framework.

Misfit&AnalysisData/Synt&Processing&Simulated&Synthe9cs

Data&Download&(EIDA)

Figure 11 – Selection of the waveform time windows in which observed and simulated waveforms are similar
enaough to make the misfit calculation. This makes use of the ObsPy library, with the pyflex package, integrated
in the dispel4py framework.

The misfit analysis requires the selection of waveform time windows in which observed and simulated
waveforms are similar enough by some measure to make the misfit calculation meaningful. This led to
the development of the Python package pyflex75, which handles large amounts of data and especially
with the data streaming workflow capabilities of dispel4py, see Fig. 11. It therefore integrates with
the ObsPy and dispel4py framework. Emphasis has been put on creating a comprehensive, well
engineered, fully tested, and throughly documented package which will benefit the community in the
long run.

Finally, the WHISPER library76 is a library with functionalities for data-intensive seismic noise corre-
lation applications, developed by the WHISPER ERC project77 leaded the ISTerre and IPGP. VERCE in-
vestigated this library to prioritise which functions or classes are appropriate to adapt for the dispel4py

74http://www.en.uni-muenchen.de
75krischer.github.io/pyflex/
76code-whisper.isterre.fr
77whisper.obs.ujf-grenoble.fr/?
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framework. Some of the processing functions of traces, e.g. such as whitening or time alignment, are
already adapted as PEs for dispel4py.

2.5 The data management system

VERCE integrates diverse data-management systems, including file systems on the many computers
in use, DBMS and shared data services. These include multiple data storage systems and services for
finding, referencing and moving data between them, as shown in Fig. 4. Data needs to be in the right
place at the right time, e.g. on a cluster about to run a simulation if it is input and removed from that
cluster immediately the job completes if it is a result set.

PRACE and 
EGI sites

Web resources

Internal Web 
resources

(provenance, 
registry)

VERCE IRODS 
federation

Departmental - 
local storage

GridFTP

GridFTP

HTTP

VERCE boundary

GridFTP
VERCE 
Gateway

HTTP

Domain-
specific binary 
and ASCII data

Domain-
specific ASCII, 
XML or JSON 

data and 
metadata

File-based 
generic storage

File-based 
generic storage

JSON, XML

Control hub

Figure 12 – Overview of the data and metadata flows in VERCE. The VERCE gateway grant secure access to
the users towards the iRODS system. In such a way users can upload large models and meshes to use in their
simulations

This requires careful scheduling of many data movement operations; these are automatically incorporated
into workflows, saving scientists from such details. The underlying mapping system needs to choose the
right mechanism for the job, e.g. GridFTP for large volumes as it handles recovery and retry, but ftp and
http for small transfers. A summarising overview of the data and metadata flows is provided in Fig. 12. In
the longer term, shared services provided by EUDAT and generic technology such as Data Avenue should
reduce the ICT chores involved, but understanding and specifying the required movements, resource
management, authorisation, preservation and persistent identification will still be needed.

To provide caches and persistent storage of users’ workspaces, VERCE used the open-source iRODS that
is also supported by EUDAT, together with a federation of storage sites, to achieve sufficient reliability
and to improve locality of data. This system also supports association of metadata and persistent identi-
fiers (PIDs) with files. Incremental transfer to the services supported by EUDAT, provided they can also
be set up in autonomous partner’s contexts, should be anticipated. However, these were not mature or
deployed during VERCE’s development period.

The distributed system for results and their metadata is built on iRODS, and this links closely with prove-
nance, described below, which uses MongoDB as its distributed NoSQL DBMS. The broad user bases of
iRODS and MongoDB motivated their selection, support for iRODS from EUDAT helped sustainability,
and MongoDB combined flexible data structures with scalability.
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Figure 13 – Data space with models and sharing: VERCE provides caches and persistent storage of users’
workspaces a federation of iRODS storage. The system supports association of metadata and persistent identi-
fiers (PiDs) with files. On the right, interface allowing the regulation of shared access of data among the platform
users.

Collecting the observational data for a large series of runs of the wave simulation, e.g. to use many
events and observed and synthetic waveforms during the many iterations of seismic inversion, eliminates
repeated requests and trans-shipments of primary data. A sequence of studies may re-use the same data.
VERCE enables users to publish and share for an appropriate period their solid-Earth models and the
results of simulation runs. This paves the way toward a virtual collaborative seismic numerical labora-
tory, where many seismologists could explore interpretations and comparisons of simulation results with
primary data. Thus amortising the costs of the simulation runs, and data gathering, over more investi-
gations. However, it is not trivial to automate the decision about what to keep after a single run ends, it
requires sharing temporary data across runs and users’ interactions. Locality of Cloud appliances for the
pre-processing and misfit analysis may indeed reduce the overhead imposed by large data transfers.

2.6 Connection to external services

These fall into two groups: a) domain-specific services, in this case seismology, geoscience and geo-
graphic services, and b) generic services that support these and other communities, and facilitate inter-
working between software systems. These categories form a continuum as some services, such as those
providing map and political data are widely used. The challenge is to achieve a balance between making
it easy for specialists to use their particular sources of data and facilitating interdisciplinary boundary
crossing, e.g. both access to other disciplines’ data from VERCE and access to VERCE’s data from other
disciplines.

The immediate needs of the research activities within the VERCE VRE are mainly concerned with get-
ting access to seismic observations, geological models, earthquake event parameters, recorded seismic
waveforms and wave simulation meshes. The seismic traces and the metadata associated with the seismic
stations, often come from FDSN compliant services, however they can come from ad hoc deployments
organised for specific purposes, e.g. to study Earth’s interior structure exploiting aftershocks, or as in-
ternational exchanges of large collections of data, e.g. the Japanese data relating to the 2011 Tohoku
earthquake [15].

The FDSN sources can be interrogated by Web services with community standards, but the other data
needs careful ingest into the system, to adopt relevant standards, to generate necessary metadata and to
build indexes that allow their use via the same framework and underlying workflows. This is an open-
ended requirement that has to involve experts who understand the form and origin of the data. However,
they are provided with a set of processing elements that they can select, combine and parameterise and if
necessary augment using dispel4py to establish such data ingest methods, which can then be reused
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and refined. These tools are used directly at present, while understanding about how best to package
them in the science gateway develops.

To orient the simulation setup and results, e.g. as visualisations or videos, VERCE makes use of more
geospatial and geopolitical context-setting data and appropriate visualisation services, typically those
supporting OGC standards as mandated by the INSPIRE directive. These services are provided for pub-
lic use from a number of organisations and we currently integrate those offered by European initiatives
including OneGeology and SHARE and governmental institutions such as the KNMI, providing respec-
tively geological information, regional hazard maps and other environmental visualisation overlays.

Other disciplines, e.g. civil engineering, mineral extraction and urban planning, may access the resulting
data. They may even use the platform for their regional studies, adopting private models with restricted
access policies. This last case is supported by the authorisation-based access control to the data, which
is in place throughout the storage elements of the platform.

Figure 14 – The science gateway mesh and Earth-model functionality. Geographical boundary, geological map,
and earthquake events are visualised on the GUI

Earth models and wave simulation meshes are less standardised and strongly depend on the simulation
code adopted. The mesh generation by a computational seismologist requires topography and geological
data. It takes considerable effort, skill and engineering, and depends on external software and building
tools. This remains the main hurdle and impediment for rapid uptake of full wave simulation codes in
research practice for a wide community of researchers.

It is difficult to integrate a mesh generation toolkit into the VRE due to licensing costs and limitations of
Web interaction. On the other hand, VERCE hosts validation workflows that allow at least a sanity check
of the user’s supplied mesh, before its adoption for simulation. VERCE has initiated a useful library of
meshes and corresponding tomographic models, which others may use and to which they may contribute,
see Fig. 14. Moreover, VERCE provides an interface that allows the submission from the researcher of a
new mesh and model to an expert group that can validate and evaluate this inclusion in the public library.
Such Web accessible resources are key elements in motivating collaboration.

2.7 Provenance driven tools

To achieve quality, science must be replicable, i.e. the same or a different scientist should be able to
repeat a digital experiment. This is enabled in VERCE by consistently handling provenance records
across the diversity of subsystems. This has a further payoff; it results in a consistent model of the
relationship between methods and data that is presented and exploited by tools that help scientists explore
and validate their data and processes.

The VERCE science gateway combines workflows interactively behind its tailored user interfaces. This
integration of specific and generic tools led to a monitoring and validation system that is used to evaluate
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at run-time the progress of the computations for all of the interactive services accessed via the gateway.
This needs to present information to users specific to their application domain that enables them to make
decisions that have immediate effects. For instance, if we consider long-running high-resolution full
waveform simulations or cross-correlation analyses, detecting errors in results or metadata during the
run, can trigger reactions that can save users from unfruitful waits and from wasting energy or expensive
computing cycles. Such direct control makes their research more efficient and progress faster.

Searchable)Domain)Metadata

Figure 15 – Visaulisation of the interactive derivation graph and misfit preview for the misfit analysis. The dots
represent data at a transformation stage. Yellow dots are expandable to allow the further navigation through the
dependency graph.

Provenance systems typically collect metadata about the data transformations during workflow execu-
tion. VERCE has introduced additional features allowing for the analysis of provenance information at
run-time, which may trigger action using third-party components to react to provenance information. An
operational example in VERCE, is the runtime shipment of intermediate data from a DCI to external sys-
tems, with the aim of making them immediately available for rapid diagnostic evaluation, visualisation,
or further processing purposes. In many cases this behaviour can’t be instrumented within the workflow
itself because of the lack of external connectivity from HPC clusters.

The VERCE’s approach involves different types of data-transfer operations from and towards the VERCE
iRODS federation. The transfer are triggered either at run-time, by the analysis of the provenance data,
or in bulk, once the computation reaches its end. Persistent Identifiers (PIDs) are assigned to each data
product already at run-time, in order to provide rapid access to relevant results, as they come along.
These PIDs can be considered temporary at this stage of the project and a future integration with the
EPIC PIDs services can be foreseen. For instance, this would help in publishing and preserve selected
final results.

The generation of huge quantities of provenance traces is excessively demanding for an effective visu-
alisation tool, and it overloads users. To reduce this cognitive overload and to provide orientation when
investigating properties of the processes and data, we specify and implement a Web API, targeting com-
mon interrogation patterns, which are combined and orchestrated via a user interface. This provides
unified access to fine-grained provenance, as well as summary information and both user and domain-
specific metadata, as recommended in PROV-DM. Its implementation takes advantage of the flexibility
of NoSQL technologies, such as MongoDB.

Users search for runs and for data products by submitting metadata queries as value ranges. They ex-
amine search results by browsing the metadata associated with the data stream, including the data rela-
tionships as illustrated in Fig. 15. The dynamics of this exploration develops very detailed insight into
a workflow’s logic. Generated files are linked by the provenance metadata and made available for visu-
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alisation or download, by accessing the underlying data management system. For rapid and large size
download operations, a bulk download script matching the search results is automatically generated. This
allows users to fetch their selected data in batch mode, into their local facilities adopting appropriate data
transfer protocols. Portability is supported by enabling users to export full traces of runs in W3C-PROV
format. This will foster the hand over of a final research product to institutional and multidisciplinary
archives, where provenance is included in their data-curation processes.

3 Building the VERCE VRE

The most challenging task that VERCE had to face was how can we make it actually useful and transpar-
ent for the seismology community. The solution was to engage people in task forces where committed
seismology users and developers, data scientists, ICT researchers and service providers use co-design
and co-development to overcome limitations that seismologists would otherwise experience.

VERCE solution was to engage people in short-lived task forces where researchers developing new
analysis and computing methods work closely with researchers using the methods, data scientists, ICT
researchers and engineers, and service providers. This changes the focus from HPC production environ-
ments and community data services, where middleware standards, security procedures and connectivity
dominated, to user-focussed scenarios. This avoids wasteful bouts of technology centricity where tech-
nologists collect requirements and develop a system that is not used because the ideas of the planned
users have moved on. Without these task forces, users would have run away rather than engaged with the
VERCE VRE.

An example task force focused on misfit calculation. It involved two computational seismologists, an
expert developer of the ObsPy Python library, two dispel4py experts, a data expert, an expert in
provenance and the developer of interaction templates and portlets. After intensive preparation, it had a
three-day kick-off meeting, at which current systems were tried and ideas for improvements were hatched
and critical steps evaluated. Two months of intense development and collaboration followed, with daily
communication between pairs attacking subgoals. A further face-to-face accelerated the integration of
the components, towards exhaustive tests and refinement before production deployment. These task
forces adopt agile development methods but have a greater focus on teasing out what new scientific
methods are becoming feasible as the digital context improves.

The VRE had to accommodate users with different levels of expertise. Some require an advanced pro-
gramming environment. Others require results from simulations with a variety of different input con-
figurations and parameterisations. This requires significant house keeping, detailed technical knowledge
and awareness of the potential offered by the external domain-specific services and facilities which are
out there to serve the community with data and tools.

During the VERCE training sessions we discovered that, regardless of their level of expertise, users are
often unaware of or ignore such services. By automatically organising data movement, house keeping
and resource use, VERCE not only accelerated and simplified the functional steps, it also migrated work
to suitable targets. This was demonstrated from the trainees questions which, as a result, were focused
on the parametrisation of the simulation and the modelling methodologies. Also the novel interactive
paradigms for result validation via metadata and provenance exploration, were used enthusiastically.

This has been achieved by making progress along four research tracks:

• Rapid scientific algorithm integration: The VRECE platform can easily support new simulation
codes, thanks to a flexible design of configuration schemas and interactive components, which
evolve around interoperable formats and functional abstractions. In that respect, the next target
will be SPECFEM3D_GLOBE as an alternative simulation code to improve support for global-scale
waveform propagation studies. In the data- intensive contexts, new processing algorithms can
be quickly put in practice, thanks to the portability of dispel4py which allows for their flexible
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evaluation across environments. VERCE will continuously improve the integration of the platform
with registry and software packaging mechanisms, to better support the interactive creation of
data-intensive workflows, which can be then deployed and executed under the full control of users,
including provenance recording and metadata customisation.

• Intelligent data movement: This is key to meeting operational constraints and to achieving per-
formance. We automatically handle getting the data to the right place at the right time, releasing
resources in a timely manner while automatically collecting metadata and provenance records,
so users can find and navigate their data. Performance includes user requirements for immediate
feedback and control of an experiment. The platform can produce and selectively make available
intermediate results at runtime, fostering the rapid reaction of humans, as well as software agents
external to the DCI. This is possible thanks to the pervasive metadata management system, where
HPC jobs are no more considered as closed systems, but rather active entities which can trigger
behaviours and state changes in external services while they run. This results from combining
runtime provenance analysis with selective data movements.

• Use of Cloud Computing: Clouds are used in VERCE for the operation and sustainability of the
platform itself, rather then for providing elastic resources and software stacks typical in Cloud
Marketplaces that provide virtual appliances. VERCE uses VM deployments where it can with
mappings onto advanced data-intensive technologies. This provides the system administration
gains even where resource allocation takes different forms. A key achievement delivered is to
recognise both the potential and drawbacks of different virtualisation models and to allow research
activities to move fluently between them.

• Harnessing the power of open source in software development for science: VERCE itself is a de-
manding user of open source projects, such as gUSE, iRODS, Liferay. Several of its developments
are becoming open source projects as a policy for the sustainability of its subsystems, e.g. the
data-intensive framework dispel4py, is being packaged to reach a wider audience of users and
developers.

These technical directions have been aligned with organisational strategies. The breadth of solid-Earth
sciences will be extended by EPOS with an increase in the diversity of data, simulations, and inter-
connected resources to enable this, and VERCE delivers a scalable VRE where a growing number of
seismologists and solid-Earth scientists will continue to advance their science and increase the power of
their platform for doing their science.

This has required that the payoff to seismologists from students to professors had to be manifest, but
there also had to be benefits for the teams of ICT engineers who run the dedicated and shared resources
seismologists need. Their payoff, is systems that interwork without their intervention, and templates,
workflows and tools that automate many of their recurrent tasks.

VERCE has achieved this positive feedback loop and demonstrated it for its computational and data-
intensive communities. The VRE will continue to grow and investment in training for established and
new seismologists to alert them to its potential will need commensurate growth within EPOS. There is a
challenge to raise the activation energy to make that transition, which requires clarity about the benefits.

3.1 Sub-systems building the E-Infrastructure

Some parts of the VERCE e-Infrastructure implementation are shown in Table 1. As far as possible
existing technologies, e.g. SPECFEM3D, Liferay, DCI-Bridge and iRODS, and services have been
used to reduce delays and share maintenance costs. This should be taken further as systems such as the
products of the EUDAT projects become available. In most cases these need to be deployed on hardware,
systems software and networks that are shared or used for multiple purposes.
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The first two columns use technology, such as simulation codes and FDSN Web services, that is specific
to computational and data-intensive seismology respectively. We anticipate that placing equivalent data,
technology and functions here for another discipline would now be straightforward as the relationships
with the other two columns have been established. In many cases there are templates and workflows that
could be suitably modified and reused.

These last two columns provide an e-Infrastructure and many generic services that would be equally
necessary and applicable in other contexts like EPOS-IP.

Table 1: Sub-systems implementing the VERCE E-Infrastructure.

Computational Data-intensive Data management Framework
seismology seismology

SPECFEM3D waveform
simulation

ObsPy Python library iRODS federated store for
seismic data

Science gateway using
Liferay and gUSE

Integration of moment
tensor source solutions

Seismology PE libraries dispel4py Python system
Job submission via
DCI-Bridge

Integration of stations
metadata and recorded
event waveforms

Seismic trace processing
pipelines

Linking seismic data and
metadata

Gateway deployed on
clouds

Pre- and post-processing
pipelines

Pipeline editing and
creation

dispel4py on local
machines, HPC and
specialised clusters and
cloud

Computations on HPC
and institutional clusters

Production and capture of
metadata

Production and capture of
metadata

Provenance handling and
exploitation

Security requirements
compliance a

Misfit analysis iRODS and MongoDB for
metadata

Scientific workflows

Mesh and model uploads
and catalogues

Data ingest tools b GridFTP for bulk data
transport

Provenance management

aThis needs better uniformity, an issue beyond VERCE
bData ingest tools require continuous developments

3.2 Cooperation with other projects

A first aspect of the VRE strategy has been to create synergies and coordination with other projects in
the seismology and the solid-Earth sciences.

• Collaboration between VERCE and EPOS78 has been of primary importance.

• VERCE built on collaborations with international NPOs in seismology like IRIS79 and Earth-
scope80 in the USA, and JAMSTEC81 and NIED82 in Japan.

• VERCE developed synergies and coordination with a number of strategic FP7 projects in seismol-
ogy, i.e., NERA83, SHARE84, REAKT85, and TIDES.

• VERCE developed research-driven synergy and coordination with a number of European Research

78epos-eu.org
79iris.edu
80earthscope.org
81jamstec.go.jp/e/
82bosai.go.jp/e/
83nera-eu.org
84share-eu.org
85reaktproject.eu
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Council projects, i.e., WaveTomo86, WHISPER, and more recently with the NERC-funded Terra-
Correlator project87.

• VERCE contributed to the E-infrastructure Coordinated Research Action in environmental sci-
ences, launched by the Belmont Forum within the framework of the Future Earth initiative.

Another aspect of the strategy was to foster active collaborations with the European infrastructures, i.e.
EGI, PRACE and EUDAT.

• VERCE has contributed to two pilot case studies within the EGI-PRACE-EUDAT task force.

• VERCE has collaborated with EUDAT with regard to iRODS based data management federation
and data movement using GridFTP

The last aspect of this strategy was the collaboration with other related projects that develop methodolo-
gies and software components, that were ultimately integrated within the VERCE platform.

• SCI-BUS: providing science gateway/portal technology to integrate access to computing, storage
and other facilities and e-infrastructures. The VERCE Science Gateway is based on widely used
production quality frameworks and solutions (Liferay, WS-PGRADE/gUSE). A Memorandum of
Understanding (MOU) and a collaboration roadmap was agreed between the two projects.

• IGE: providing tools to share computing resources, databases and other on-line tools. IGE, has
now become the European Globus Community Forum88 (EGCF) and is a member of the Globus
Alliance. Collaborations between VERCE and IGE have been formalised by a MOU. This col-
laboration has been important and has led to the adoption by VERCE of a number of components
provided by IGE.

• ER-Flow89: a follow-on project to SHIWA, which developed technologies to allow interoperability
between workflow systems. Collaboration between ER-flow and VERCE has been formalised by
a MOU. The VERCE Science Gateway is now connected to the SHIWA workflow repository.

• Finally active collaboration between VERCE and the developer team of ObsPy has lead to a new
version of the VERCE supported ObsPy library with the new Adaptable Seismic Data Format
(ASDF) encapsulating HDF5 container formats, together with extended metadata for end-to-end
data processing and analysis workflows, as well as the Large-scale Seismic Inversion Framework
(LASIF) prototype.

86ipgp.fr/en/sismo/erc-wavetomo
87gtr.rcuk.ac.uk/project/F8C52878-0385-42E1-820D-D0463968B3C0
88egcf.eu
89erflow.eu
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4 VERCE sustainability plan and strategy

VERCE has pioneered an agile and flexible strategy that co-evolves with seismology research thinking
and practices. Generic building blocks were used whenever possible, and VERCE builds on standards
that encourage wider international and cross-disciplinary collaborations. VERCE is a flexible E-Infras-
tructure loosely coupling a federation of autonomous organisations and resources, designed to work
effectively on infrastructures and platforms seismologists currently use and to continue to work on new
institutional, national, and multi-national distributed computing infrastructures (DCIs).

VERCE depends on resource providers, interacting software stack, and services provided by many au-
tonomous organisations and European projects, e.g. EPOS, EGI, PRACE, EUDAT, SCI-BUS. In par-
ticular, the VERCE science gateway is built on the SCI-BUS and ER-Flow technologies. The VERCE
data management layer is based on iRODS, advocated by EUDAT. Provenance services and metadata are
compliant with W3C-PROV2 standards recommendation. Data services integrate FDSN standards and
protocols, supported by ORFEUS-EIDA in Europe.

The use of current, open standards ensures that VERCE applications will be able to tap into generic and
EPOS related resources. So far, as those standards keep being supported at the European level and have
a thriving community.

Sustained delivery of the VERCE VRE and E-Infrastructure is needed to warrant researchers becoming
dependent on it. The E-Infrastructure depends also on resources provided by a number of autonomous
organisations and contemporary European projects.

4.1 The context of VERCE

The international level is of course of vital importance. VERCE integrates data standards and exchange
protocols of the seismology community. Co-operation and agreement on interoperability standards is
managed by the Federation of Digital Seismological Networks (FDSN) in coordination with the Obser-
vatories and Research Facilities for European Seismology (ORFEUS), e.g. in particular the European
Integrated Data Archives (EIDA) initiatives, under the umbrella of the Group on Earth Observations
(GEO). VERCE paid also particular attention to liaise with other international initiatives, such as the
Research Data Alliance90 (RDA) for Open Data and the Belmont Forum91, e.g. in particular with its
Collaborative Research Action (CRA) on e-infrastructure and Data Management for Global Change Re-
search92.

At the national level, the situation is different for each of the VERCE partners, but for each of them there
is an active national seismological community, and a cohort of potential users. National observatories,
institutions and research teams that operate observational and monitoring systems are fully stretched
promoting open data policies, and sharing methods and services for maximising the overall value of gen-
erating, collecting, archiving, curating and preserving data. They are naturally focused and competitive
as well as collaborative. They all need to demonstrate funding and generate attention and reputation in
their different national contexts, e.g. both in terms of research priorities and research funding organisa-
tion. VERCE invested in “intellectual ramps” and pioneered a comprehensive federated and operational
virtual research environment (VRE) and E-Infrastructure, steering collaborative data-use research to-
wards effective and usable methods that deliver decision support to application science. An important
performance criteria here is the rates at which information is gleaned from data and on the costs of sup-
porting that full cycle of data use from capture, through delivery of information that impacts decisions.
National initiatives are where the bulk of work takes place and national funding will remain the core sup-

90rd-alliance.org
91belmontforum.org
92bfe-inf.org
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port for the data and computing infrastructures that VERCE is federating. In addition, national initiatives
are close to their national science communities.

At European level, the European Plate Observatory System (EPOS) is the ESFRI initiative in solid-Earth
sciences binding together the national efforts and resources, and increasing their effectiveness. VERCE
provides a European virtual research environment and a loosely coupled federated E-Infrastructure for
computational seismology, an important component in the EPOS landscape. VERCE has created the
momentum for an effective multi-level collaboration and coordination framework at the European level
between the computational seismology research community, the data and ICT research communities, and
the data and compute resource providers. VERCE has developed sustained collaboration with EPOS,
and “nearby” European projects of the community, e.g. such as NERA, SHARE, REAKT and TIDES.
VERCE strategy has also developed agile and research-driven collaboration with European Research
Council (ERC) funded projects, e.g. such as WHISPER and WAVETOMO, striving for a global strategy
where each of them pursues its own aim but learns from the others, minimising duplication of effort, and
helping them to keep focused and have much greater impact. At the wider level, sustained collaboration
with projects dealing with generic data and computing infrastructures, e.g. such as PRACE and EGI, and
with interoperability, e.g. such as EUDAT and ENVRI93, was sought to make sure that VERCE is able
to interoperate with the European generic multidisciplinary framework, and that specific requirements of
the data-intensive research community in seismology can be taken into account.

VERCE combines and operates a combination of resources provided by its partners, each of them having
different management, security and access policies, together with different expertise. VERCE federates
autonomous organisations, with their own policies and missions depending on their national priorities
and funding sources, that shape in turn how seismology, data and computing infrastructures are organ-
ised in each country. In some countries, for instance, most resources are provided through competitive
projects; in others, there is a multi-level national plan structuring a pyramid of resources; in others, co-
ordination is provided directly by a national funding agency. Many combinations of the above schemes
are possible. Even though the balance between those contributions to the e-science VERCE framework
is different for each partner, the common characteristic is that all partners are strongly committed to
VERCE sustainability.

4.2 Sustainability elements

4.2.1 The 2016 transition period

Evaluation of the resources needed to maintain the current operation and maintenance level of the
VERCE VRE and E-Infrastructure just after the end of the project has already been provided, e.g. see
report D-SA1.3.1. Most components are widely used and open source, so that many communities can
contribute to necessary maintenance. This was estimated to ∼ 1.5 FTEs and involves

• the maintenance of the many software components in order to keep them running with the required
security level, and adapt them to potential operational changes, and

• the sustained operation of the federation of distributed resources within the VERCE VRE for a
continuity of services for the scientific community.

The core services to be maintained and operated for a continuity of services include: the Science Gateway
and associated web services, i.e. operated currently at SCAI, the iRODS distributed platform for caching
data and results, the provenance services, i.e. operated currently at UEDIN, the portal users’ support, i.e.
operated currently at CNRS-IPGP, the Inca monitoring services, i.e. operated currently at LRZ, and the
integrated FDSN data services, i.e. operated currently at KNMI/ORFEUS.

93envri.eu
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The VERCE core services are running in virtual machines, and can be duplicated and deployed on new
seismology resources providers, e.g. in particular those contributing to EPOS-IP such as INGV, CNRS,
LMU and ULIV, and who have already offered to host and support the operation of some of those services
within the EPOS implementation phase.

The evaluation assumes a fixed number of resource providers. Additional effort is required for the in-
tegration of additional sites to the VERCE VRE and E-Infrastructure while honouring access policy
requirements. This depends on the expertise and the new provided resource environment. When some
of the VERCE middleware, e.g. such as UNICORE, Globus, gLite, already exists at the new sites, effort
can be estimated to an additional ∼ 1 PM per site. When the site has no or little experience in providing
and managing external access, it is more difficult to estimate, as it will involve basic middleware support.
The seismology institutions that VERCE federates have all experienced IT-persons and already support
external access to their resources.

Application-software, e.g. SPECFEM3D for FWS and ObsPy, dispel4py for data-intensive analysis,
need to be maintained to meet research requirements and tuned to exploit the DCIs capabilities, together
with teams of ICT experts maintaining its capabilities. The level of support depends upon the different
organisational model behind each application software, e.g. the Computational Infrastructure for Geody-
namics (CIG) behind SPECFEM3D, the ObsPy group, steered by LMU, or institutional research groups
behind dispel4py, steered by UEDIN. The required resources to maintain and application software
tuned on the different DCIs is a strong case for sustained collaboration between EPOS, the European
PRACE centres, and the VERCE’s research groups, steering community codes and analysis tools. As-
suming that installation of these softwares at the different DCIs is done with the support of the provider,
this is estimated at ∼ 1 FTE.

Support to the user community includes “intellectual ramps” and sustained training activities, together
with the update of the training material, will be coordinated by the VERCE VO with the support of the
VERCE partners, and is is estimated to ∼ 1 FTE.

Table 2 – VERCE resources for the 2016 transition period.

Activity 2016 FTEs
Maintenance and operation:
Core services
Science Gateway, iRODS platform and Provenance
services, support portal, Inca monitoring system,
FDSN-services
Infrastructure resources
assuming a fixed number of resource providers

1.5

Science software and tools support
FWS software (SPECFEM3D) and data analysis tools
(ObsPy, dispel4py)

1.0

User community support
(intellectual ramps, training) 1.0

Additional effort is associated with the VERCE-VO coordination and management to maintain the
VERCE framework of technical standards, and the interoperability with generic infrastructure initiatives.
The effort needed to develop and adopt standards and services, and to gather and transform community
requirements into real infrastructure components, can be estimated to ∼ 2 PM per year.

For the 2016 transition period, a MOU is being prepared between the EPOS-VERCE partners and the
VERCE partners that are not directly part of EPOS, e.g. UEDIN, SCAI, LRZ, CINECA, who have
expressed their commitment to stay involve and to support the maintenance and operation of the VERCE
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VRE and E-Infrastructure, together with the training activities, in synergy with EPOS.

4.2.2 Verce and the EPOS implementation plan
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Figure 16 – EPOS framework and services

EPOS is now entering in its implementation plan, funded under the Call H2020-INFRADEV-1-2015-1,
Topics INFRADEV-3-2015.

The arguments for generating and collecting data are well rehearsed in EPOS-IP, as are those for archiv-
ing, curating, distributing and preserving data. EPOS-IP will build on the VERCE VRE and E-Infras-
tructure, and on the sustained collaborative momentum it has created between seismologists and com-
puter scientists, to steer solid-Earth research practice towards practical and usable data-intensive meth-
ods accommodating the encountered scales and complexity of data and the diverse forms of analysis and
modelling. This will develop a balance between rates and flexibility at which information is gleaned
from data and address the scalability and sustainability of supporting that full data lifecycle from capture
through to delivery of information that impacts research and decisions.

• The VERCE VRE and E-Infrastructure is integrated as an important Thematic Core Service (TCS)
for computational seismology, within the Task 8.7 (computational seismology), i.e. led by ULIV
(Andreas Rietbrock), part of the WP8 (Seismology) work package, that will be supported by ∼ 8
FTEs. In particular, within Task 8.7 there is provision for “intellectual ramps” and training sessions
to the cohort of potential users in solid-Earth sciences.

• VERCE as a whole, delivers a wide range of technologies that are instrumental to the services ex-
posed by its gateway. These include workflow engines, provenance management and visualisation
tools and a data management layer. All of these components are of general interests and they will
contribute to create the building blocks for the EPOS Integrated Core Services (ICS), in WP7 (ICS
design and development), i.e. led by INGV, that will support the requirements for a Computational
Earth Science (CES) platform, that will come from more disciplines beyond Seismology.

• VERCE will extend its architecture and services to other types of data and to other solid-Earth
communities facing the challenge of federating diverse data and computational resources. It will
contribute to the Integrated Core services (ICS) in EPOS-IP, where KNMI (Alessandro Spinuso)
is leading the implementation of Computational Earth Science services in WP7, in coordination
with the TCS interoperability work package (WP6), and the TCS work package (WP8).
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It is worth noting here that all the seismological partners of VERCE are strongly committed to EPOS-IP
at local and national levels, and populate the work packages WP6-8. The funding scheme will be, as in
most of the ESFRIs, a combination of EC funding and national funding from the EPOS stakeholders.
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Figure 17 – VERCE and the EPOS implementation plan

The EPOS-VERCE strategy will

• keep the momentum built within VERCE between domain specialists, data scientists, ICT re-
searchers and resource providers during the EPOS implementation phase;

• build on the agile VERCE strategy with short-lived task forces to address well identified problems
insuring a co-evolution with research thinking and practice;

• extend this task force strategy across European projects and infrastructures providers, e.g. such as
PRACE, EGI, EUDAT;

• foster research-driven proposals in the H2020 call, around concrete computational solid-Earth
science use cases, e.g.. seismology, geodesy, volcanology, etc.

In particular, discussions have already started with other components of EPOS, e.g. volcano observato-
ries, near fault observatories, anthropogenic seismicity, who expressed interests in the VERCE frame-
work.

Another important element during this period will be the coordination and the collaboration with the new
recently funded EGI-Engage, EUDAT2020, and ENVRIplus projects.

• EGI-Engage has established a number of competence centres94 with selected ESFRIs projects,
and in particular with EPOS. The EPOS Competence Centre (EPOS-CC), i.e. WP6/SA2.9 in EGI-
Engage, which involves a number of VERCE partners,i.e. CNRS, KNMI, INGV and SCAI, is
already organising an experimental task force that is looking at the possibilities for the migration of
the computational back-end of the FWS-Misfit analysis working-spaces, towards the EGI federated
cloud environment. The approach will be to evaluate the costs of the migration, taking into account
the compatibility with the current gateway middleware and the impact on the sustainability of
the whole platform. Another task force is looking at the AAI hurdle between data and compute
infrastructures. This will bring an additional manpower of ∼ 30 PMS.

94wiki.egi.eu/wiki/EGI-Engage:Competence_centres
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• The VERCE know-how and the technical products will be combined with the conceptual work
and the production quality services delivered by other initiatives, like ENVRI+, RDA and EU-
DAT2020, where a number of the VERCE partners are involved (e.g.. UEDIN, KNMI, CINECA,
INGV) fostering the exchange of practices, requirements and solutions that will hopefully con-
verge toward interoperable Research Infrastructures. In particular, EUDAT2020 will allow further
integration and development of the VERCE data layer, based on the iRODS federated store and
microservices, exploring access to remote storage systems, such as B2SAFE. While ENVRI+ will
push toward the development of cross-disciplinary data services and architecture.

5 Conclusions

VERCE pioneers a federation of independent and autonomous organisations and publicly funded E-
Infrastructure resources and services providers. It delivers a comprehensive, integrated and operational
virtual research environment (VRE) and an E-Infrastructure that lowers the barriers to uptake. It induces
a broad base of seismology researchers in Europe, whether or not they have local support, to exploit
its conveniently accessible power in their research practice. That power results from the new holistic
integration of computational and data analytic capabilities enabled by high performance full waveform
simulations, combined with a data-intensive framework for collaborative development of innovative sta-
tistical data analysis and inversion methods and a pervasive provenance system covering the full path of
data use.

Seismologists are expert practitioners in their research methods of their own discipline, and their prac-
tices deliver new insights and new results. The VRE tooling and flexibility improve these data-intensive
methods in quality, reliability, speed and scale. It enables seismologists to focus on their science, to
explore options and to make rapid innovations. It engenders collaborative development and sharing of
methods and compelling results, smoothing the path from theoretical research through proof of concept
to sustained use. As such the VRE becomes a focal point at all education levels and induces computa-
tional thinking and data skills in the research practices of other research communities. This provides a
leading edge relative to many research competitors worldwide.

In face of the diversity of resources and providers, and the requirement to respect autonomy and to de-
liver an easily used research environment, the E-Infrastructure incorporates established inter-operation
mechanisms plus a number of vital extensions. The implementation of the science gateway is a major
contribution to putting computational and data-intensive research into the same framework, organising
portals, and both task-oriented and data-streaming workflows with their mappings to underlying systems.
It presents an integrated and uniform view and maps user actions to the full gamut of federated plat-
form resources, activating the necessary behind-the-scenes automation and transformation. It provides
a context for tools and data-intensive workflows. That mapping and automation hides the underlying
diversity and complexity, and offers scalability, sustainability and resilience, as the underpinning re-
sources and procurement policy evolve and new resources are added. Other novel elements include: the
dispel4py data-streaming workflow system, a pervasive provenance system that delivers provenance-
triggered-operations and tools – a world first, and an integration of computational architectures that spans
HPC clusters, Clouds running data-intensive middleware and data-intensive specialised hardware. These
are all accessed as a conceptually consistent seismic-science resource via the science gateway.

A critical step was to establish trust and security across the many organisations involved. Even if the
concept of allowing different sorts of services depending on the level of validation of the user identity is
the general tendency, usage policies and security are determined by each provider and are often dictated
by prior commitments and other factors that need to be respected and accommodated. VERCE addresses
such diversity, minimising this hurdle for the users, even though it is not possible today to fully hide
such different policies. The intellectual ramp from novice to expert advanced users is hard to implement
without intellectual hurdles concerning authorisation and identity. This balance between convenience and
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verified security requires treatment for many application domains as they embrace multi-disciplinary and
multi-organisational and multi-national collaboration. The full breadth of institutions and organisations
involved still need to at least circumvent these legacy impediments to collaboration, as VERCE does.

Other important achievements of VERCE are: a virtual organisation management system, web services,
data-transfer services, archival services, job submission services, task-oriented workflows and the provi-
sion of transient and persistent storage for users’ work in progress and for intermediate data. Persistent
storage95 is an important component for amortising and optimising the costs of data assembly and prepa-
ration or simulation runs, over more investigations and establishing a step towards a virtual seismic
laboratory enabling publishing, sharing and collective analysis of primary and secondary data, including
the output from selected simulation runs.

The VRE accommodates productised full waveform simulation and misfit analysis workflows, together
with a data-intensive framework that enables active researchers to invent, develop and deploy a diversity
of innovative data-intensive analysis methods and implementations. These run in a framework support-
ing fine-grained data-streaming, are mapped to multiple architectures, and offer a pervasive provenance
system.

VERCE delivered the VRE as a “knowledge-base” for the seismology community, producing tuneable
provenance data that contributes to its usability and comprehensibility. By enabling users to share results
and provenance information the VRE encourages open-science behaviour in the community, allowing
researchers to discover and re-use prior work, increasing their scientific productivity and reliability.

VERCE is a major contribution to the European Plate Observatory System (EPOS), the ESFRI initia-
tive of the solid-Earth community in Europe, which recently entered its implementation phase. While
arguments for generating and collecting data are well rehearsed in EPOS-IP, as are those for archiving,
curating, distributing and preserving data, EPOS-IP will build on the VERCE VRE and E-Infrastructure,
as well as on its momentum, to implement its computational Earth Sciences and to steer solid-Earth re-
search practice towards practical and usable data-intensive methods that accommodate the encountered
scales and complexity of data and the diverse forms of analysis and modelling.

The induction of new seismology researchers, the extension to other solid-Earth sciences, and the en-
gagement of committed resource providers and computing experts, is crucial for the adoption and the
extension of the VRE. VERCE organised and provided “intellectual ramps” and training, to an increas-
ing nucleus of highly talented and motivated early career researchers in numerous geophysical research
groups in Europe. These were developed hand-in-hand and provided safe and carefully constructed paths
to engage incrementally with the VRE, the methods and the tools of data-intensive research, from first
use to expert use. VERCE with such a wide range of expertise, i.e. seismologists, software developers,
data scientists, computing science researchers, performance engineers and multiple data and computa-
tional resource providers, working effectively together, allowed students and researchers to get involved
and to develop the data analysis skills and computational thinking to tackle data use challenges in Earth
Science. Seeds have now been laid by VERCE in the solid-Earth community across Europe and EPOS
is ideally placed to foster the shoots and develop a vibrant and ambitious data-intensive community in
Europe.

A sustained key asset is the agile strategy that VERCE deployed in a multi-organisational context. It
engages seismologists, data scientists, ICT researchers, HPC and data resource providers and system
administrators, into short-lived agile task forces each with an identified goal, e.g. that is a seismology
priority. They intimately couple research thinking with technical innovation. This changes the focus
from HPC production environments and community data services, where middleware standards, security
procedures and connectivity dominated, to user-focussed scenarios. This avoids wasteful bouts of tech-
nology centricity where technologists collect requirements and develop a system that is not used because
the ideas of the planned users have moved on.

95Here the term “persistent” means “as long as there is potential uses that warrant the storage”; it does not mean “permanent”.
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This mutual understanding and active networking is an invaluable asset for the future of the larger com-
munity, with a new generation of solid-Earth scientists with data-use skills. It is also a key long-term
goal, and the EPOS implementation phase will build on this momentum to deliver an e-science envi-
ronment where a growing number of solid-Earth scientists will continue to advance their science and
increase the power of their platform and of their research practice tackling data-intensive challenges.
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Appendices

A Project objectives and achievements according to the DOW

Table 3: DoW objectives and VERCE achievements.

DoW objectives VERCE achievements Comments
Provide a data-intensive e-Science envi-
ronment – based on a service-oriented
platform — integrating a number of spe-
cialised services, tools data-flow and
workflow engines, to support the data-
intensive applications of this community
and beyond the EPOS community

VERCE pioneers a comprehensive, in-
tegrated and operational virtual re-
search environment (VRE) and E-Infras-
tructure, devoted to the full path of data
use, and integrating a wide range of
domain-specific and generic services.

It balances flexibility with new inte-
grated capabilities to provide a fluent
path from research innovation to pro-
duction. This was driven by selected
cutting edge numerical modelling and
data-intensive analysis applications of
the community.

VERCE delivers to a broad base of
seismology researchers from anywhere
in Europe, whether or not they be-
long to well-resourced groups, a com-
putational framework with easy to use
high-performance full waveform simu-
lation codes, e.g. SPECFEM3D, and mis-
fit calculations on distributed comput-
ing resources in conjunction with mul-
tiple sources of data and data services;
together with a data-intensive frame-
work, i.e. dispel4py, for the collabo-
rative development of innovative statis-
tical data analysis methods, allowing re-
searchers to encode them as fine-grained
streaming data workflows that can be
mapped onto diverse computing archi-
tectures.

VERCE created for the first time, an
easy to use federation of autonomous
organisations and their resources. This
was necessary as data can be obtained
from live feeds, established archives or
a researcher’s own deployments and the
simulations and analyses are best suited
to significantly different computational
platforms distributed across Europe.
Provenance driven tools enable rapid
exploration of results and of the rela-
tionships between data, which accel-
erates understanding and method im-
provement, and which fosters reliable
and collaborative open-science within
the computational seismology commu-
nity.

Continued on next page
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DoW objectives VERCE achievements Comments
VERCE delivers a VRE where a grow-
ing number of seismologists and solid-
Earth scientists will continue to ad-
vance their data-intensive research and
increase the power of the VERCE plat-
form for doing their science. As
such, VERCE is a major contribution
to EPOS that recently entered its im-
plementation phase. EPOS-IP is build-
ing on the VERCE VRE and E-Infras-
tructure to steer solid-Earth research
practice towards practical and usable
data-intensive methods accommodating
the encountered scales and complexity
of data and the diverse forms of analysis
and modelling.

By delivering this cutting edge technol-
ogy to a broader seismological base,
VERCE improves research productivity
of the European seismological commu-
nity. This improved research produc-
tivity is a world-leading advance, and a
leading edge relative to many of the re-
search competitors world wide

Provide a service-oriented architecture
and a framework wrapping the seismol-
ogy data-infrastructure resources and
services with a set of distributed data-
aware Grid and HPC resources provided
by the European E-infrastructures and
the community.

The architecture was defined in a series
of reports and reported in published pa-
pers. It was implemented in a succes-
sion of stages, demonstrated at several
reviews, and it supported use by data-
driven computational seismologists

The architecture spans an unprecedent-
edly broad range of distributed compu-
tational and data resources, including
HPC (LRZ and CINECA) and European
Grid resources (LRZ and SCAI), and
presents them as a coherent, easily used
service for computational seismology.
The full spectrum of required data
and computing resources is incorporated
with some influence on standards and
provided services.

Productise a core of pilot applications
and use cases of the Virtual Earth-
quake and seismology Community of
Research in Europe that exemplify the
power of the platform architecture and
its capabilities

Beyond facilitating the transfer of work
and data, a core of pilot application-
software and use cases were tuned and
maintained to meet the research require-
ments and to exploit the distributed
DCIs and data sources that VERCE fed-
erates for the highest end context. This
was defined in a series of reports and im-
plemented in a succession of stages.

The VRE accommodates and produc-
tises a core of pilot of data-intensive
application-software, data analysis and
processing workflows and use cases in
co-evolution with the research practice
of the computational seismology com-
munity. It was demonstrated at review
and a number of training sessions.

This led to a number of improvements
in the community wave simulation code
SPECFEM3D that is now tuned and sup-
ported in multiple HPC and institu-
tional Cluster resources. Other devel-
opments include new scalable, seismic
data container format, i.e. the Adapt-
able Seismic Data Format (ASDF) us-
ing high-level data structures with a
Python and C/Fortran API ,
to improve parallel I/O performance.
The VRE FWS-Misfit tooling improves
these methods in quality, reliability,
speed and scale. It improves their pro-
ductivity by one or two orders of mag-
nitude.

The VRE automates the FWS and
the misfit analysis and the science
gateway presents it uniformly to re-
searchers entitled to use them as a
flexible and automated reliable op-
eration marshalling inputs and col-
lecting results with new data-analysis
and provenance-oriented capabilities for
simulated and observed waveforms.
This raises European seismology re-
search to compete globally. This enti-
tlement is facilitated for training and in-
duction.

Continued on next page
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DoW objectives VERCE achievements Comments
The VRE accommodates the diversity
of data-intensive application-software,
i.e. seismic noise correlation and seis-
mic source detection and restoration,
within the dispel4py framework in-
tegrating multiple community data ser-
vices. dispel4py enables seismolo-
gists to develop their own data-intensive
applications using their Python familiar
tools, e.g. such as ObsPy, in their nor-
mal work environment, to encode them
in fine-grained streaming data work-
flows, and to map them automatically
to a range of target systems adapt-
ing dynamically to the scale of data.
VERCE contributes to the ObsPy
community toolbox, which has been
continuously refactored and improved
through the project. A Python package
pyflex has been provided and tuned
for the selection of the misfit time win-
dows, and integrated with the ObsPy
and dispel4py frameworks.

A core library, with tuned processing
elements and already configured pro-
cessing pipelines, is provided to sup-
port initial development. dispel4py

integrates with provenance mechanism
and has a registry to promote method
and component description and shar-
ing. Initial sets of these PE classes
and pipelines can be downloaded as a
Python library or obtained from the reg-
istry. Both scientists and experts extend
the set of PEs by writing their own al-
gorithms or wrapping legacy algorithms
using Python’s extensive scientific li-
braries and call outs to other languages.
The VRE empowers active researchers
with capabilities to explore options and
to make rapid innovations, engenders
collaborative development of these new
methods, smoothing the path from theo-
retical research through proof of concept
to sustained use.

Deliver a scientific gateway providing a
unified access, management and moni-
toring of the platform services and tools,
domain specific interfaces supporting
the co-evolution of research practices
and their supporting software.

The science gateway was defined in
a series of reports and reported in
published papers. It was imple-
mented in a succession of stages,
demonstrated at review, and supports
use by computational seismologists.
It presents an integrated and uniform
view and maps user actions to the
full gamut the federated resources, ac-
tivating the necessary automation and
transformations, and provides a context
for tools and data-intensive workflows.
It supports training and induction into
the seismology community, organisa-
tion of sharing, distribution of re-
sponsibilities and attribution of credit.
The gateway organises and structures
the set of available options as portlets
with drop-down menus of the required
functions, different sets of functions be-
ing visible depending on the author-
ity and mode of the logged-in user.
The science gateway has been designed
to be sustainable as the underpinning
resources and the research practices
evolve and is designed to be scalable and
extensible to other solid-Earth research
needs.

The science gateway combines inter-
actively simulation and data analysis
workflows behind user-oriented and
context dependent interfaces, pro-
vides run-time feedback, flexible and
tuneable provenance-based infor-
mation, handles continuity between
sessions and steers collaborative re-
search with shared data and methods.
The science gateway acts as a crucial
fulcrum that separates the attention to
user-interaction needs from the under-
lying services providing the required
functionality. The data-intensive frame-
work, is present as a user-interface via
the science gateway and which then
activates it on production platforms in
the same way as other functionalities.
It is built on SCI-BUS which
itself builds on Liferay and
gUSE/WS-PGRADE, which pro-
vide an Internet portal framework and a
task-oriented workflow system respec-
tively. Their wide use promises shared
future maintenance and their maturity
and integration implied reliability.

Continued on next page
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DoW objectives VERCE achievements Comments
Deliver a “research-methods ramp”
through a toolkit of training programs
for data-intensive research – composed
as a set of training session material,
demonstrators, and best-practice guides
– based on tailored use-case scenarios
and productised data-intensive applica-
tions of the community.

VERCE defined, organised and pro-
vided “intellectual ramps” and train-
ing, e.g. in the form of webinars and
face-to-face events, allowing seismol-
ogy researchers to engage incrementally
with the VRE and the e-Infrastructure.
This was complemented by online re-
sources, best-practice guides and a
users’ manual that also provides a step-
ping off point for more detailed sup-
port of advanced methods with exem-
plars such as reference workflows and
processing pipelines, including the use
of the pervasive provenance information
and its intuitive visualisations.

VERCE delivered also solicited training
sessions in synergy with other projects:
the EU TIDES-COST project and the
NSF-funded Open-Science Data Cloud
PIRE project.

Deliver an “intellectual ramp” provid-
ing safe and supported means for re-
searchers and users from the community
at large to advance to more sophisticated
data use through tailored interfaces and
facilitators integrated within the scien-
tific gateway.

Training and “intellectual ramps” were
developed hand-in-hand and continu-
ously refined analysing the attendees’
feedback, between events to meet the
expectation of students and researchers
with different levels of expertise.
The design of the science gateway
and VERCE platform incorporates a
number of “intellectual ramps”, that
ensure novices encounter minimum
hurdles at the start, and can progress to
sophisticated use of the full facilities
without encountering steep learning
curves.

The wide expertise in VERCE, i.e.
seismologists, software developers,
data scientists, ICT researchers, per-
formance engineers and multiple data
and computational resource providers,
working effectively together, offers
exceptional opportunities for students
and researchers to get involved, and
to develop the data analysis skills
and computational thinking necessary
to compete globally and tackle new
challenges in solid-Earth sciences.
VERCE successfully built a nucleus
of highly talented and motivated early
career researchers in numerous geo-
physical research groups in Europe who
will now play a central role in delivering
the goals of EPOS-IP and make it a
success.

Continued on next page
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Concluded from previous page
DoW objectives VERCE achievements Comments

Provide a collaborative environment
between the earthquake and seismol-
ogy research community and the com-
puter scientists, system architects and
data-aware engineers, fostering the
emergence of “research technologists”
with sustained mastery of data-handling
methods and a thorough understanding
of the research goals.

A crucial innovation is the agile
strategy that VERCE introduced, in-
timately coupling research thinking
with technical innovation, deployed
in a multi-organisational context.
The solution was to engage representa-
tive seismologists, developers, data sci-
entists, ICT researchers, computational
and data resource providers, and system
administrators in agile task forces, each
with a goal that is a seismology priority.
These task forces use co-design and
co-development to overcome limita-
tions and to discover solutions and ways
forward that closely match seismology
researchers’ requirements, which evolve
rapidly as the potential of new capa-
bilities and data are appreciated.
They cross barriers which
would prove insuperable with-
out this intense co-operation.
They develop a very effective com-
munication network: a common
language and a commitment to re-
spond positively to each others needs.
This mutual understanding and active
networking is an invaluable asset for
the future of the larger community,
with a new generation of solid-
Earth scientists with data-use skills.
It is also a key long-term goal, and
EPOS-IP will build on this momentum
to deliver an e-science environment
where a growing number of solid-Earth
scientists will continue to advance their
science and increase the power of their
platform and of their research practice
for tackling data-intensive challenges.

A key sustained asset of VERCE has
been very close collaboration between
seismologists, data scientists, ICT re-
searchers, computing and data resource
providers, system administrators.
Without agile task forces the con-
tributing sub-disciplines and resource
providers would not successfully
communicate and build a shared
conceptual model that led to mutu-
ally agreed and understood goals.
This changes the focus from HPC
production environments and com-
munity data services, where mid-
dleware standards, security pro-
cedures and connectivity domi-
nated, to user-focussed scenarios.
This avoids wasteful bouts of tech-
nology centricity where technologists
collect requirements and develop a sys-
tem that is not used because the ideas
of the planned users have moved on.
Without these task forces, users would
have run away rather than engaged with
the VRE and VERCE wouldn’t have
been a success.
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B Work packages in VERCE

VERCE is structured into nine interacting work packages (WPs), see Fig. 18: Management activities
(NA1/WP1), Network activities (NA2/WP2 to NA4/WP4), Service activities (SA1/WP5 to SA3/WP7),
and Research & Development activities (JRA1/WP8 and JRA2/WP9).

Beside this structure, establishing short-lived, agile transversal task forces, which engage seismologists,
data scientists, ICT researchers, HPC and Data resource providers, and system engineers, to discover
solutions and ways forward that closely match seismology researchers’ requirements has been an invalu-
able asset. This strategy is imported from modern commercial software engineering practice, but here it
is deployed in a multi-organisational contexts.

Achievements of each of the work packages with regard the DoW objectives are provided in their final
deliverable.
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Figure 18 – Work packages in VERCE
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C Milestones

Table 4 – VERCE milestones.

Number Name WP Lead Delivery Achieved Achievement Comments
beneficiary date date

MS1 M-NA1.1 1 CNRS Month 6 Yes 25/05/2012 Approved
MS2 M-NA2.1 2 INGV Month 6 Yes 25/05/2012 Approved
MS3 M-NA3.1 3 ULIV Month 6 Yes 25/05/2012 Approved
MS4 M-NA1.1.1 4 CNRS Month 6 Yes 31/03/2012 Approved
MS5 M-NA4.1.1 4 EMSC Month 6 Yes 25/05/2012 Approved
MS6 M-SA1.1 5 CNRS Month 6 Yes 25/05/2012 Approved
MS7 MSA3.1 7 KNMI Month 6 Yes 25/05/2012 Approved
MS13 M-JRA2.1 9 UEDIN Month 6 Yes 25/05/2012 Approved
MS8 M-NA1.1.2 1 CNRS Month 12 Yes 01/10/2012 Approved
MS9 M-NA2.4 2, 4 INGV Month 12 Yes 01/10/2012 Approved
MS10 M-SA2.1 5, 6 LRZ Month 12 Yes 01/10/2012 Approved
MS11 M-SA3.2 7 KNMI Month 12 Yes 01/10/2012 Approved
MS12 M-JRA1.1 2, 8 LMU Month 12 Yes 01/10/2012 Approved
MS24 M-JRA2.2 9 UEDIN Month 12 Yes 01/10/2012 Approved
MS14 M-NA1.2 1 CNRS Month 18 Yes 01/04/2013 Approved
MS15 M-NA2.2 2, 3 INGV Month 18 Yes 01/04/2013 Approved
MS16 M-NA3.4.1 3 ULIV Month 18 Yes 01/04/2013 Approved
MS17 M-SA2.2 5, 6 LRZ Month 18 Yes 01/04/2013 Approved
MS18 M-SA3.3 7 KNMI Month 18 Yes 01/04/2013 Approved
MS19 M-JRA1.2 2, 6, 8 LMU Month 18 Yes 01/04/2013 Approved
MS20 M-NA1.2.1 1 CNRS Month 24 Yes 01/10/2013 Approved
MS21 M-SA2.3 5,6 LRZ Month 24 Yes 01/10/2013 Approved
MS22 MS-SA3.4 7 KNMI Month 24 Yes 01/10/2013 Approved
MS25 M-NA1.3 1 CNRS Month 30 Yes 01/04/2014 Approved
MS26 M-NA3.4.2 3 ULIV Month 30 Yes 01/04/2013 Approved
MS27 M-SA2.4 5, 6 LRZ Month 30 Yes 01/04/2013 Approved
MS28 M-SA3.5 7 KNMI Month 30 Yes 01/04/2014 Approved
MS29 M-JRA1.4 2,6,8 LMU Month 30 Yes 01/04/2014 Approved
MS30 M-NA1.3.1 1 CNRS Month 36 Yes 08/10/2014 On time
MS31 M-SA2.5 5,6 LRZ Month 36 Yes 30/09/2014 On time
MS32 M-SA3.6 7 KNMI Month 36 Yes 30/09/2014 On time
MS33 M-JRA1.5 8 LMU Month 36 Yes 30/09/2014 On time
MS35 M-NA1.3.2 1 CNRS Month 42 Yes 01/04/2015 Approved
MS36 M-SA2.6 5,6 LRZ Month 42 Yes 01/04/2015 Approved
MS37 M-NA2.3 2 INGV Month 42 Yes 01/04/2015 Approved
MS38 M-SA3.7 7 KNMI Month 42 Yes 01/04/2015 Approved
MS39 M-JRA1.6 8 LMU Month 42 Yes 01/04/2015 Approved
MS40 M-NA1.4 1 CNRS Month 48 Yes 15/10/2015 On Time
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D Deliverables

Table 5: VERCE deliverables.

Number Name WP Lead Nature Disse- Delivery Achievement Status Contrac-
mination date date tual

D2.1 D-NA2.1 2 INGV Report Public Month 6 25/05/2012 Approved Yes
D3.1 D-NA3.1 3 ULIV Report Public Month 6 25/05/2012 Approved Yes
D4.1 D-NA4.1 4 EMSC Report Public Month 6 25/05/2012 Approved Yes
D5.1 D-SA1.1 5 CNRS Report Public Month 6 25/05/2012 Approved Yes
D6.1 D-SA2.1 6 LRZ Report Public Month 6 25/05/2012 Approved Yes
D7.1 D-SA3.1 7 KNMI Report Public Month 6 25/05/2012 Approved Yes
D8.1 D-JRA1.1 8 LMU Report Public Month 6 25/05/2012 Approved Yes
D9.1 D-JRA2.1 9 UEDIN Report Public Month 6 25/05/2012 Approved Yes
D1.1.1 D-NA1.1.1 1 CNRS Report Public Month 12 01/10/2012 Approved Yes
D2.2 D-NA2.2 2 INGV Report Public Month 12 01/10/2012 Approved Yes
D2.2.1 D-NA2.2.1 2 INGV Report Public Month 12 01/10/2012 Approved Yes
D3.2 D-NA3.2 3 ULIV Report Public Month 12 01/10/2012 Approved Yes
D4.3 D-NA4.3 4 EMSC Report Public Month 12 01/10/2012 Approved Yes
D5.2 D-SA1.2 5 CNRS Report Public Month 12 01/10/2012 Approved Yes
D6.2 D-SA2.2 6 LRZ Report Public Month 12 01/10/2012 Approved Yes
D7.2 D-SA3.2 7 KNMI Report Public Month 12 01/10/2012 Approved Yes
D8.2.1 D-JRA1.2.1 8 LMU Report Public Month 12 01/10/2012 Approved Yes
D9.1.1 D-JRA2.1.1 9 UEDIN Report Public Month 12 01/10/2012 Approved Yes
D2.2.2 D-NA2.2.2 2 INGV Report Public Month 18 01/04/2013 Approved Yes
D5.2.1 D-SA1.2.1 5 CNRS Report Public Month 18 01/04/2013 Approved Yes
D6.2.1 D-SA2.2.1 6 LRZ Report Public Month 18 01/04/2013 Approved Yes
D7.2.1 D-SA3.2.1 7 KNMI Report Public Month 18 01/04/2013 Approved Yes
D1.2.1 D-NA1.2.1 5 CNRS Report Public Month 24 01/10/2013 Approved Yes
D2.3 D-NA2.3 2 INGV Report Public Month 24 01/10/2013 Approved Yes
D2.3.1 D-NA2.2.1 2 INGV Report Public Month 24 01/10/2013 Approved Yes
D3.2.1 D-NA3.2.1 3 ULIV Report Public Month 24 01/10/2013 Approved Yes
D4.3.1 D-NA4.3.1 4 EMSC Report Public Month 24 01/10/2013 Approved Yes
D5.3 D-SA1.3 1 CNRS Report Public Month 24 01/10/2013 Approved Yes
D6.3 D-SA2.3 6 LRZ Report Public Month 24 01/10/2013 Approved Yes
D6.3.0 D-SA2.3 6 LRZ Report Public Month 24 01/10/2013 Approved Yes
D7.3 D-SA3.3 7 KNMI Report Public Month 24 01/10/2013 Approved Yes
D8.2.2 D-JRA1.2.2 8 LMU Report Public Month 24 01/10/2013 Approved Yes
D9.1.2 D-JRA2.1.2 2 UEDIN Report Public Month 24 01/10/2013 Approved Yes
D2.3.2 D-NA2.3.2 2 INGV Report Public Month 30 01/04/2014 Approved Yes
D5.3.1 D-SA1.3.1 5 CNRS Report Public Month 30 01/04/2014 Approved Yes
D6.3.1 D-SA2.3.1 6 LRZ Report Public Month 30 01/04/2014 Approved Yes
D7.3.1 D-SA3.3.1 7 KNMI Report Public Month 30 01/04/2014 Approved Yes
D1.3.1 D-NA1.3.1 1 CNRS Report Public Month 36 05/10/2014 Submitted Yes
D2.4 D-NA2.4 2 INGV Report Public Month 36 30/09/2014 Submitted Yes
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Concluded from previous page
Number Name WP Lead Nature Disse- Delivery Achievement Status Contrac-

mination date date tual

D2.4.1 D-NA2.4.1 2 INGV Report Public Month 36 30/09/2014 Submitted Yes
D3.2.2 D-NA3.4 3 ULIV Report Public Month 36 30/09/2014 Submitted Yes
D4.3.2 D-NA4.3.2 4 EMSC Report Public Month 36 30/09/2014 Submitted Yes
D5.4 D-SA1.4 5 CNRS Report Public Month 36 30/09/2014 Submitted Yes
D6.4 D-SA2.4 6 LRZ Report Public Month 36 30/09/2014 Submitted Yes
D7.4 D-SA3.4 7 KNMI Report Public Month 36 30/09/2014 Submitted Yes
D8.2.3 D-JRA1.2.3 8 LMU Report Public Month 36 30/09/2014 Submitted Yes
D9.1.3 D-JRA2.1.3 9 UEDIN Report Public Month 36 30/09/2014 Submitted Yes
D1.3.2 D-NA1.3.2 1 CNRS Report Public Month 42 30/03/2015 Approved Yes
D5.4.1 D-SA1.4.1 5 CNRS Report Public Month 42 30/03/2015 Approved Yes
D6.4.1 D-SA2.4.1 6 LRZ Report Public Month 42 30/03/2015 Approved Yes
D7.4.1 D-SA3.4.1 7 KNMI Report Public Month 42 30/03/2015 Approved Yes
D2.5 D-NA2.5 5 INGV Report Public Month 48 30/09/2015 Submitted Yes
D3.2.3 D-NA3.2.3 7 ULIV Report Public Month 48 30/09/2015 Submitted Yes
D4.3.4 D-NA4.3.3 4 EMSC Report Public Month 48 30/09/2015 Submitted Yes
D5.5 D-SA1.5 1 CNRS Report Public Month 48 30/09/2015 Submitted Yes
D6.5 D-SA2.5 8 LRZ Report Public Month 48 30/09/2015 Submitted Yes
D7.5 D-SA3.5 3 KNMI Report Public Month 48 30/09/2015 Submitted Yes
D8.2.4 D-JRA1.2.4 6 LMU Report Public Month 48 30/09/2015 Submitted Yes
D9.1.4 D-JRA2.1.4 2 UEDIN Report Public Month 48 30/09/2015 Submitted Yes
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